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CJlAP.rD I
'.rIlE PROBLEM AND RETIE¥'l OF RELATED RESEARCH

mE DlPCRTANCE OF 1'BE !'ROlLO

1.

Johnson aDd Kildow, directors of the Natiomal Scholastic Press Assodation, in their Jlanual

!:!! Scorebook !!!. Editors ~

Staf'1's

!!!.. Scholastic

Jewspapers, declare that oubstanding advanoes haTe been made in. school
papers sillee 1915.
~ations

D.8W1I-

"Previous to that date, II they state, nthe _jor publi-

in molt colleges and high schools were .,.. lo-oalled literary maga-

_illes. n That the best teatures of the magazille are now being continued
~rcugh

the literary sllPP1_nt. of many ot the nnapapers is a further

~bservatioa
~een

~an

ot these journalists. nlfea.JJRhile, n they add. -the newspaper hal

demonstrated to be the MOst

haTe."

~luable

form ot publication that a Bchool

(20:3)

A twther e'ridence ot both the importance and 'YIllue ct the school
p.ewspaper was obsened in a study of the
~a

D8W8

publioations ot the Chioago

made by nBS Whitred Beatty, at Northwestern UninrBity, 1930.

through

~er"f'i8W8 with officials in various Chicago sohools.iss Beatty tound that

~the l18W8paper Is eT01ving from. a purely extra-curricular study to a part
~e requir.t currioulum."

2.

Although r-.rkable

ot

(6:126)
mE PURPOSE OF THE STmy
ad.~o..

han beell made in the development of the

;obool nenpaper,: there atill
~20:3)

iaJJd

reM.m ..ple

opportUD.1tles tor its' iaprovement.

In order to obtain evidence conoerntng

~t

has been accomplished

what yet rema1na to be done 1:11 . . partlcular types of school news publ1 ..

~at1on

the present study was undertaken.
I.

The purpose of' the study was:

To analyse the newspapers published b1 numerous Catholio high
schools:
A.

To dlsoover the relative amount of' spaoe devoted to var10us
ltems by:

1,1.

.1.

Boys', girls', and co-eduoational hlgh sohools

2.

Monthly and bi.......ekl1 papers

3.

!wo-, three-, tour-, and five-column papers

To compare the peroentages ot space glven to

"f8l"10UB

content sec-

tiona of the newspapers of this study 1I'1th percentages revealed
in other studies
:-111.

To attempt to determine whether,

A.

The news &tories, athletios news, feature storles, interviews, edl.torals, literary attempts, humor columns, advertlsing, aDd exchange items J conf'ormed in oontent and form to
recognized staDdards

IV.

To attempt to disoover whether that portion

or

the subjeot atter

whlch was Catholic in nature tended to promote Catholio act1on.
3.

JUSTIFICATION OF THE PROBLEJ(

A minute oompar1son ot the status of the Illinois"Catholl0 highschool papers nth norms set by scholastic journalism experts has been ade
in this study, with the hope that the.e findings would prove a praoticable
a1d toward the betterment of Catholic high-school journalism.

The deta1led

abulation of both ,the excellencies and deficlencies ot these papers, toher with reoOJlllB8ndations for their impro'98lD8nt, should prove of definite
.sist&nce to editors who are zealous for the advancement of their

DeWS

b110ations.
The analysis 'Was confined to subjeot-matter content, as this is unquestionably the most vital part of the paper.

One proof of this is the

aot that the National Soholastio Press ASSOCiation, in its annual contest

ot some eight hundred school and college papers soores oontent 750 points
t of a total

ot 1000 points J only 260 paints, therefore, remaining for the

t1D.g of headlines, typography, and -.lte-up. (20:19)

The ten portions of

I

he content selected for specific am.1ysis in the present study are seotiOlUl
or Which especlally def1nite regulatiODB have been made in journalistio
extbooks, by such well-known sohool n8W8paper authorities as Wrinn., Johnson,
l1dOll', Hyde, Borah, Dillon, and .orelook.
The olassifioations ot high sohools aooording to the sex
ttendtng and the listing

at papers aooordtnc to

treq~cy

o~

students

of issUG make

explioit the findings and more definite the recommendations,

••
Although there exist numerous surveys of high-sohool D8W8pa.pers, dilisearoh has revealed none which parallels in either objeotive or method
e present study.

The greater portion of the disoussions deal with suoh

tters as supervision, allocation ot duties, finanoing, prinoiples of makeand praotioes of manage.ut and oontrol.

AD analysis of 134 papers trom thirty-one states, made by W,O. Oos,
(13) at the tJn1.... rsity of ChioagoJ and another, by Sister Kary Lucille

ddletOll, (26) at Loyola, lJa1.,..r.. ~ty, of tnaty-t~ Catholio high-Ichool
pers trOlD. tlrel.,.. .tata., 1n adelitiaa to dl.cualb1g the .uperTi.lon &DC1
ormat ot paper8, touChed brlatly on varlous a.peot. ot the .ubject matter •
. .ver, the treatMat ot the oonteat, by both the.e investigator.. ....s 1J1
e torm ot briet CGllDDmtl and l1et1Dg of subjeots and quotatiaaa.

Their

ODclusiona 1J1 recarc1 to thls part ot the newspaper, theretore, could be
ermed neither «etUllte "-scient1t.1c appraisal nor oanetructl.,.. orltlcl....
I

.

a8urements ot conteat epaoe-al10ft21lce, whioh were oontained h the.e .v"'18, as ...11 as, lib meaaur8lUDt. ..ppaar1J1c in hip-achoo1 ....paper
studle. made by ti•• Ruth Dr.isath,

or

the lIa.iveraity

ot JlhmesotaJ (9)

s. )(arie Garrlty, ot Loyola lbrl:9'8rsitYJ (m) aDd G1an !ropt. ot the
tJrrl:9'8r.lty ot Chicago, (21) will 'be reterred to in later chapters.
In II1s. Beatty"

ualytloa1 aooount ot Ch1oaco Dn'8papers, certain

1utormaticm..... iDoluded oonGerlling polloi.. praotioed 1J1 the band111lC ot
such part. ot the content a. literary oantri1nd:iona, ftrioua colUilm.., aDd
stud8llt apre •• ion ••otiOll8. (5)

Further .ntion ot these tiDding. will be

de in ano'therohapter of this at1l1y.
The study _de by lIis. CJutrity ooncerlled the newspapers ofttmlty
Illinol. publl0 hlgh sohoo1. aDd had tor lts purpose (1) to dete%'1ll1De the
interelt. of hiP-Ichoo1 student., awl (2) to discover the attltwte. or
students

dllp1a~d

towarda, the objena in which they are tntereated. (1711)

Althouch Ki8. GarrltT did not show that there waa a detinite oorre1atlon
between the 1J1terest. ot hip-aohoo1 at.ent. aDd the amcnmt ot apaoe whloh
they deToted to 'ftrlous ...tlon. in hlgh-aohoo1 paper., she drew aome interesting OOl'lc1uloDS reprdb1g the oOJrt8J1t, whloh she had m1n1Jte1y ola.aitied
\1Ilder torty-tour he&CUnCI.

Certain phaaes

or 111•• Garrity'l t1Dd1Dc.

!'elearoh Mthocl adopted b7 KlsI Gani't7 was quite d1ttel"8Jl't tl"OIIL that

of the present atudf. as lhe baled her de41a1J!. . . tOl" the JIlOst part, on
OIID personal opinion rather than
iStic experts.

011

the objeoti.,..

D01"Jll8 let

by journal-

CHAP.rER II
ME'mOD CR PROCEDURE AlID DATA
1.

S01llCES ~ DATA

To .ecure data tor this at1l1,. of Catholic school l18W8papera a letter
was written in )fay, 1933, to the principals ot sixty-tive Catholic high,
.choo1a ot the stat. ot I11inoi., havtng an
pupils.

!he

Dame.

ot

th...

«Dro1~

ot 100 or more

.chool., with th.ir number of st••nta, were ob-

tain.d tra the ottio1a1 Catho1lo D1rectOU' tor 1933. !he

ot'tio~la

requested to snd the three m.oat reoeat issue. ot their __ papers.

were
Forty-

tiTe answers were reo.iwd; thirty-Cine s.Dding thedeslred numbers or
coples, tourt.en reR.1y1ng that they did not publish aewapapers.

!wentl'

principal. did Dot r.ply to the letter.

ot the thirty-one lets ot papers receiwd, oa1y tnnty were cOllsldered appropriate tor th. pres.nt study_

Six publioations, which ...r. issued

quart.r1y, were ot a magazine nature, oontaiaing cCDparatiftly 11ttle news •

.

-

cae paper, St. Bede's Record, 'beiDg published by the alUllll'la., could not, u
..

is 8T1d.nt,b. regarded. as repr.senbati'Y8 ot the student

pub1ioation, ;!:he Prooopiaa !!!!"

ftS

\)04,.

.Another

lIsued in conjUlloticm. with the college

d so could aot, strictly speaking, be classed as a high-school paper.
hre. other sets ot papers cOllta1Mcl special holiday or athletic edit10118
ioh, beca.e ot their being nighted with a partioular types ot nen,
ou1d not, in all jutloe, be olaase4rith the sixty papers selected. tor' .

....fSis, allot which were regUlar, representative editions.
2.
As

SPECIFIC INFORMATION CONCERNING DATA

may be seen trom Table I, twelve ot the sets of papers selected

for examination came trom Chicago schools. With the exception of

~be ~~

sanette, trom East St. Louis, the other papers were from various points in
the northern part of the state.

The greater part ot the papers sent were

published in March, April, and May, 1933.

In a tew cases, however, earlier

issues of the same volume were the only ones available.
Thirteen of the papers were trom girls' high schools; six, trom bOysl
high schools; and one, trom a co-educational high school.

Fifteen papers

were published monthly; ti ve were issued every two weeks.

Nineteen papers

were printed.

One, the Drop 2,.' Ink, trom Wilmette, Illinois, was mimeo-

graphed.
Table I shows that the total enrollment ot schools sending newspapers
was 9,431.

These papers, theretore, represented the news publications ot

more than one-third of the Illinois Catholic hiGh-school pupils. ,Adding the
enrollment

or

the Chicago Catholic high schools, tigure for which were pro-

cured trom the Chicago archdiocesan school board, with the number ot pupils
in the outlying Catholic high schools a total of 24,406 students was found

be the Illinois Catholic high-school attendance tor 1933.

tp

These enrollments

were distributed as tollows:
Archdiocese ot Chicago ••••••••••••••••••••••• 18,934 pupils
Diocese ot Springfield •••••••••••••••••••••••

1,621 pupils (30:676)

Diocese ot Belleville ••••••••••••••••••••••••

641 pupils (30:253)

Diocese of Peoria ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••

1,917 pupils

Total •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 24,406 pupils

~

TABIE I
NAB, PLACE ISSUED, SEX OF STUDENTS MTENDING SCHOOLS, ENROLLMENT, mDlBER OF PAGES, lfUMBER
OF PAGE COL"DMN'S, TO'l'AL INCHES OF CON'J.'ENT, FREQUENCY OF ISSUE, OF ILLINOIS CA.'mOLIC HIGH
SCHOOL NEWSPAPERS
of
Sex ot
Enrollment at
Looaticm of
Total
No. ot No. ot
FrequencY'
Sohoo1
St1.¥lent.
Sohoo1s fran
Paper
Pages
Page
Inches
ot
Issuing Paper
Which Paper
ot
Issue
Co1mma
Bma:nated
Content
!he Aqu1nu
Chicago
F.
S80
4
)I.
5
1,000
!he Central .....
Chicago
II. aDd F.
)I.
6
990
"8
De Paul Prep
Chicago
)I.
463
~
4
'784
B.W.
Drop 0' Ink
Wilmette
F.
162
6
.2
~62
!he Echo
Li.le
F.
165
6
3
643.6
II.
'lbe Explorer
Jo1i.t
316
4
&88
B.W.
ft.eGeorgia.
BftnstOll
&86
4
6
NO
B.W.
fte- GlAtaIler
Chicago
F.
876
6
NO
!be IJIao..a.a. . . . CIl1caco
F.
Me
4
6
900
II.
the t..eapoocl ....
Chicago
F.
866
4
6
960
11.
the Jladozma lien
Aurora
240
F.
5
)I.
960
lIagDa"t'OX
Chioago
M.
830
4:
688
II.
Chioago
"reT Hi-Rays
F.
NO
4:
64:0
i~
B.W.
nePhi11p-Hi
Ch14).aco .
420
~
824
B.W.
n. Ra.,.n
Chicago
F.
288
3
351
II.
S. 1'. A. fOlntr
Joli.t
F.
617
~
672
11.
st. Jlaryt. lIera14
Chioaco
F.
'101
~
)I.
600
!he Spotlicht
Ch1Car;O
F.
~
6
930
'16
II.
!he lfereaUlette
East St.Louis
F.
264
4.6
4
'lOCI
II.
!he Wiok
OU: Park
II.
4:31
4
S48
11.
Total
9.4:31
14,854:.5
Anrap
411.5
24:7.57*

.ame

..
.

"

"

""
,"
"

*Thta &wrage

wa.

~.bt&1Decl

trom a total ot 60

.
.

"

"
"

~paper••

t»

II

.-.
3.

CLASSIFICA!IOB AID QlJAftrrUIVE AllALYSIS
c:. !HE TOTAL CaD! SUBJECT JIA'l'TER

rnthe q'Wmt1tat1... au.l.J'a1a of content maAle 111 the preseat Rudy the
••bject atter was classified under e1ghteen headings, as is shown 1n 'lable
'fABLB II

CLASSIFICA.'lIOB OF THE SUBJECT-JlAftER

wrm

DIVIS lOBS OF DWSPAPERS,
mE RAJK
Al1D PERCEll.rAGES OF SPACE A.I.LO'.rTED 'f0
EACH TOPIC

lI8Dk
~paoe

uoord1n&

to
Allotment

Subject Matter
Top1os

1

Percentage
~ Space
Allotted

12.69
9.98
9.68
8.61
8.30
'1.22
6.8'1

Athletios

2
3

Literary

Ittortl

Organf.sati0D8
11..Oat-of-Sohool Groupe
Bditor1ala

4

5
6
1
8

Feature a
Perscm&l, Soo1&l

9

6.81
6.'1.
5.4'
6.28 "
4.41

Jl'aathead, Readq
GeD8ralIDtereS't
Inatruoti01l
Pictures
Ad...rtlsement.
Class Activitie.
Feature stories
IDtervten
Subjeot-lfa"tter Cluba

10
11

12
13

14
16
16
1'1
18

3.66
S.l'l

1.'"
1.S1
.62

.54

raou~tr

Total

100.

Three

ot

the seo\iou list. . f.Ia 'fable II: pictures,

~

aathead UJ4

!leadlDc, &ltd teatwes, exoeptiDg the exobenges ....re not 00ll81derect of nft'i~1. .t

1mportaaoe for a d.eta11eel ....1)'81..

Under pictures ...re molude4

prmted pllotograpba, i11utrat1GU. ad all oartOOZUl, excepting sbtobea
~1oh ...re _eel

Pun

to bead

0011B18.

!M -..thead was plaoed at 'the top of tM

001. . em the editorial pap Sa all the papers e""'Mned.

ID praotio-

10
~
~ paper it was ·tcnmd

to o01lta1a tho publioat1OD __ • ottioe

t11oat1OD. oity azul nate,· 't'01...

(1--.

ot .taff' _ber..

of

~.

D&1II8

ot the pape~ ••et 111. large

In .everal paper. "ear.," bazed IUIJ1OUIloemeD."t. or Ilogans, were p1aoecl

either .ide ot the.....

.-rl

.0r1e. IlUDlber, date ot illue. aM

fte heacl.1Dg or __ -plate, plaoed at the top ot the

~.t page ot all paper•• o0ll81.tecl
•

qd

of

Feat. .e • • •priled luch _ter1al al n!ft4ty

Ago Teda,... J "Who', Whon J nThe Iaqu1r1Dg Reporter- J or "»14 You ltDow__ n•

lxah.",e., whi0h were lI"oupec1. UDCler teatve., ad all other top1.s

listed 1D Table II haft 'be0ll ualysed. dilous.eel,
noo..d1Dg ohapterl ot thi. It1Itl,..

and evaluatecl 1D detail 1&

OHAP!BR III
!BE DII8 STORY

"To provide an org&B

or iDtol'ma.'tioa that will pre.ent all the

Den

881l"8d by tho.e aot\ally interested 1a the sohool" 18 the first .e"loe a
paper .hould seek to reDder. aooordiBg t. John• • aDd Kildow. (20.S)
"I

lth this objeotl... acrees O. F. Jf1xon, of Chloago 1Jaiftrsity.

ult of a q_atl0DD8.1re

OIl

t1:Le purpo.es

or

All the " -

soool . . .papers .ent 'to 210

Doipall 1n the .orth antral AII.ociation. Bixon toua4 that 61 per ant of
replles agreed that .ollool .... ..... the preft.iliag and ocmtroll1Dg aD
••ollool paper. (29:8)

or

AlIlother authority. !. a. Morelock. 1n hll ,.xoellent

book, Sohool ....eer Prod_tis, s . that tbe ....paper cu aDd aboul'
ift a11th.tio .... to atuclenta. parent•• patroDS. uad tri.D4s of the sehool.
that the

tun

purpose ot the paper is to gi....ueIl un.

(2~142)

SiDoe t.he.e authorities, as wll as .aDy others. agree that the
imary tuaotioa

or

the Ichoo1 unpaper 11 the pr••entation ot Dna, the

... story ls, -.nlt••tl,., ea laponaat part
ot publioatlOJl.

or

the subjeot _tter of thi8

...... " i8 d.t1M4 b7 JIoICown as "uayth1Dg'that happeu

ted.·

whioh the people are ~ter••

(22,S07)

To ....ent aa aooow.t

or the••

appn.iJIp to the publlc 'tile pNftleat fora 118M bJ' reportera i8 the standard

;:it""". o&11ed idle nr&1cht____ .t017.
;. ill 'the pre.ent

.t1dy.

Ia the au1ya1. ot oontent

..ter1a1 ocmoel"lliDg athlet10.. orgaD.1Zat1G1U1.

on

eol aot1nt1e••• oota1 attain. 1a41T1dua1•• taculty, olu •••••ubje01t
_~II'

olub•• goeral interest, aDd wtruotlon. was o0lll814ered aa the type

.... ,that .hould be handled 1B the tOl"lL ot a
"quire. a dl.ti:not
IiiM!llU'ate chapter.

tne or

1l8W'8

.tory.

Stao. athletio.

treat.nt, it ba.a been dealt with in a

Vader orgaaiaatiou was Doluded iDtonatl_ ocmoel"lliJaC

-currioular a:ad aa1-oUI'T10u1&r olubs.

UiOll8 not oountec1 a. IIZl 1sIM1ate part

cmt-et...ohool.... oCllloe1"JMCl

or the .chool lJDder ;er.cmal .!!!!

plaoed all OOO\1ll.t. of the do1:Dg. ot 1DdlTid-.1 pup11..

SOOia1!!!!

OIIPr1.ed report. ot all actlv1ti•• whioh are d1attaotly .001&1 111 utuN.
ot IIZlY Jd.ad u.TiDg to do wi'th tll. te.oulty

wa.. Doluded

ad.!' the

-t .....

lJ'.Dd.er olu.e..... croupeel iatorat1OD aboat hcae-rOfa aot1Tt-

head1Dc.

i.a. _et1Dga. .1.01:101l8. pla.1II. and all plaa ot aenior.. j_iora, aophoa, aat treahMn. ' !he; aubjen_-.tter
luba oaaeoted

ri_

ort, -7

01' . . . ,

Den

olu.1t1oatd.e· deaipate.

'the ..otvaloUl'l'10ulua, noh u

11b, ohemi.try, .. -.theatloa.
a ••emblle.,

~

toreiCllluguage •• ERg-

• .... of e-ra1 1a'tere.t .igD1tie. r.port.

add1tiona to T&r1oa. :part. ot the aohool bul1d1DgJ 1a

1n which the whole aohool, rather than partioular iDdiTiduala

groupe) would. be 1nteN.ted.

0"".1 olu. work. t1eld tr1p"
3.

'UDder iDatruotion _N plaoed reterenoe. to
.oholar.h1P. a:ad honor rolls.

PERCDrAGES OF COJI!D'f SPACE ALImDD
1'0 DWS-S!<JtY IlA!BRIAL

Add1Dg the 1t_ ola.••ed u __ -.tory _ter1&l • •oted in !able II,
aftJ'age . . a t of o_at 000,.,184" 'by th1. type ot .... in all the paper.

~'1.87

per

• lust.,..

or

.eDt.

!able III 1tsts the DeWS stor,r subjeot_matter top10S,

athletio nea, aDd their percentages ot the total

or

• paper., grouped aooordtng to sex

stud.nt. attead1ng the 8ohoo1s.

be 8een, the b0J'8' papers ,noted. SO.59 per oen

ot

DeWS.

!his peroentage

1IU

ocmt~t o~

or

Aa

the1r spaoe to thi.

exceeded. 1n the gull' papers bY' 12.15

,.1' oent, their spaee....l10na0. tor tbJ.s .8Ot1_ beinC 42.M peroent.

!he

so-eduoat1cmal paper • • just 'be'tween the 1nro other type8 ot .ohool., hav1DC
S6.68 per oent

MWII_ story

ocmtellt .paoe.

The

1t81118 ot taou1tl aDd .ubject-

.tter olubs were tho GIl17 top1os to whtoh the boys' papers allotted more

.pace thaD the girll'.
!he b1-month1Y' paper8 . .re tol1l1d to han an a'Al'age ot 34.19 peroentage ot Dft'II_story ocarteat, exeluain ot ath1ettos . . . . whtle the

_aubh17 papers allowed S9.3ft pel' cent. 1nd1oatiDg po8s1b17

1:ha:t the loDger

t1Jlle betwen i.sues ga... the report.rs a better ohazloe to oollect general
.ohoo1 newa.
!a.k1Dg the papers bJ n.UIIlber of

001-.-&

per page, 'the t1,"000001\111111

~

lioat1cma a'"rageci 40.64 per oen.t school ..... the tov-001,.. publioatiClll8,
S'1.17 per Gen. the 'threeooooo1..... papers, 60.78 per oe.t, ad the tIro-ool,..
papers, 2'1.36 per oat. wh10h would s ... to .tgD.1ty that there

latta betnen the n.1IIIber

or

001,...

'ft8 DO

oorre-

aa1 the peroentage Ot/J1ft'8_8tory oem-

tent.

Por the ....ttt or the awrage reader who WllDt8 to laloIr the
glanoe the .... .tory .hould

opeD

worU the .alteBt t ...t .... ot the

Dft'8

at a

nth a lead ooata1n1l:lg 1n the tust t_

-".1D.g.

!hese open1D& words are

to1lowed b7 a .U11111&1'7 atateMDt .....1'1JIC 1m. questtou a our1ous reader
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"

l!EMS OLASSED AS NEMLSTORY SUBJECT MATTER .AND '!HEm PERCEftAGES OF TCJrAL COlftmrr

Subjeat_
plasses 1fa.t'ber Faoul'ty
Olubs

. !ne8 and lfames

ot Papers

~

..c ,

""~
or 'lmlEE
nPB8 ~.it.'
~
"

General Inatruo- PersCB1- Organi- <Nt-ot Total PerInteres't tio%).
s&'tiona Sohool oenta.ge
al
Social

J.. &lr1.' BOll0G1a

!he Aqu1na8 •• ~ •••••

6.29
4.74

. B'ewf ••••• ~~ ••••••••

10~86

the LcmgWood Wen ••
!h.JadODDa . . . ~. ~

.

2~9
~55

Drop 0' Ink ••••••••
!he EOko •••••••••••
The Glean.r ••••••••
!he : IDDaoula'ta

.;

2.26
1.8~

bY8~ ~
~~
!&e'Ra~.~ ••• ; •• ~.
8~·F. A~

JfU7'j' 1[m14~ ;

3.92
3.0&

st~

'lower •••••

8~5'

!h.

Spotl1ght;.;;~~

1~96

..r.,-Bi

1.38
3.58
.42

.94

3. Oo-eduoa:tlonal ••••
!h. Cen1;ra1 ........

3.68

3~"

.28

1.81

1.84

13.25
2~79

6.61
6.85
4.49
6.04
87.31
6.72

4.20

4.86
1.59
2.
6.19
2.16
1.SS
17.82
2.9'1

4.M
3.19
4.1'1
3.91
9.18
1.19
26.18
'.37

2.9

'1.4'1

2.61

6.1'1
.69
8.48
'1.18
4.33
4.28
9.79

4.M
.38

81~M

~<tO
1~82

2.26
11.19

6.23
1.0&

.85
.7
3.88
.66

2.47

2.

3.89
9.48

6.26

2.94
3.93
'.9
26~22

10.06
8.96
11.93
13.05

1.95
4~48

6~28

.31
2~"2

1.3
2.38
7.8
8.93
3.47
4.76
7.31
4._
1'1.'1'1
6.29
2.98
6.16
80.36
6.18

13~39
4~79

.86
1.4

!h•. Tereaanett•• ii ii.

·2.07
!Otal~~ ••• ~~ •• ~~. 46.93
A,.rag............ 3.61
2. BoyI"School•.....
DePaul Prep;~~~;;. 2.53
2.04
!h. BZplOrer~;;;.~~
!h. GeOrgian; •• ;.~~
!he MaCDaTQx.~~.~~~
1;'1'
2.21
!he Phl11~1.~.~;;
!beWiok••••••••••• 4.28
12 ••
!obal~.~;~~~ •••••
2.11
~...~ag•••••••• ~.~.

1.95
5.15
10.84
6.t

11.3
12.54
6.'13

-

10.7
4.51

28.85
27.38

10~96

66~28

8.09

60.69

8~94
7.8
'1.08 14.53
,'1.3'1 10.83
13.52 11.37
13.48
9.M
6.36
6.44r
13.96
6~86
7.74 13.52
9.61
8.4
131.01 122.61
10.09
9.43

60.12
35.'16
43.68
46.43
46.29
45.80

.a.H

M.96
41.07
668.11

oU.9t:

12.66
11.96
11.02
6.19
6.08
4.01
49.80
8.30

.37
'1.1
8.18
6.88
12.S8
6.91
'1.12
6••

25.88
28.37
37.81
23.82
183.61
SO.51

12.72

1.'11

36.68

29.17
38.'8

~

~,f':;"d

-.wn.l17

uk. Whot

lIbatt

Where!

When!

15
!he 1.... of

Why! (20:9)

all the girla' high-aohool paper. ud 'tho•• of the 00-MllOat1cmal Ichool
pablioat1oa were tound to aeoord wll with all the •• require""a; too, the
leada were t01ll14 to be o-.pl.to 1Ii:thoat beiDg ner-burdned..
,..pers 1'1"_ th. \078' h1p,-sohooll, three, the horgian, the

!!pTCIX, ..... toad to

As regard. the

!!!!,

aDd the

haft poor leac1. ill a tn of the1r artlcl•••

lAad-Beg!pp1"I.- P...11tl. . .,. of start1Dg 'the lea4 an .0 . . .r01ll

.. to off.r rat_I" • wW. ohoi•• to the d1.or1ll1llat1Dg wr1ter.

Aocord1Dg 1;0

BorAh, tho ltaple -etaWaeat lead. ia beat tor tho stOl7 wh1ch ecata.1DI

&

Imgle 1!apre8.i.... tut, 1D ao1:i_ atoro1e• • •orio. of 11DIplo statements iI,

.,.t useful, it cause aad J1ft1.... an the moat 1Ilter..ttng teature, tU O&u-

_t.

.1.1 elaus. may be _ed, the 1nt1'a1t1.... phra.o help8 to play up purpo.o ole:i.D.

'the leu. (SI10S-ll)

oth.r lead-beg1lm1Dg1 .uggel'tecl by Borah ana

...ubata:at1.... cla. . , a con.... l ... clauso, a partic1pial phra•• , an ab.olute
.onatruoti_ aDd a teaporal clause. (8,101)

lull

ODe

of tho•• toraa haa 1ta

peculiar u.o., ooatilapll'f; . , . the 140.. to be eap1aaa1&ed 1n tile atory.

"Ill

handling punl .... 1pm8Dt. the reporter will t1Dd ta.owledge of the lead
tOI"llll

al1lloet 1Dd1.peuabl.,

tI . ., .

Borah. (1:105)

It would ...., hotnn'el',

that the reporter. .t the paper. were .ot at all aware of the ab.oluto ne••a.1ty of thil tn_le4p, tor, do.p1te the tao't that great ftl"1&tion

W8.II

tcnmd 111 the lead start. of .neral pablloat1cm., m ....ry tn wu there oblerved 8Zl1' _. .ot1_ bebwHIl the lea4-beg1tm1Jlg sad th. dowinant idea of

the .tory. The creater pan. of t:IIe ltud..-t reporter. . .eel the .1JIple-atate.
aent lead tor all type. of artiel•••
"Dca'i; becu with

"1',"

.!!!!.,. S'

or ! _le.. there 1. ao other possible

.aub~_ 111•• Wr1DD c_oel"l11111 the lead. (36:11)

Ihowa Sa fable IV, that out: of

eT.··...

It

1IU

fOUDd. as 11

,tori•• in 'the girl., h1gh-eohool

, :pel'S,

:Ye,

200 or 29.6 per oen't, Npa With SC1118 f'orm of the artiole.

or about" per Ml1't, of the lIS

aD wii;h

--

per oent

eitber A, An,or The.

1'9'8 artio1e •• or 27

IIft'B

Stzty-

&!'tioles in 'the bOJII' papers

!he oo-ed.uca'ticmal sohool paper began
of it. 66

ll8W8

stor1e., w1:th an article.

Be8ide. diloouraging ue of the article lead. ns. Wrum warne,
'In . . Mho,ol ,aWl1Wr11a. or

--

'clock ~ lIOI"D.1ng, or Recen'tll. (36:1'1)

~ ....
-

!he 't~ el8MD't c_. lut in

lead." !able IV ","ala tba't tb1ny-four, or about 6.03 per oen't, of
girl.' nen artiole. beg. . 1r'1tb 'the t1Dle or plaoe elemen't. oaly two
per. entire17 .RUing thil f'ault.
8

tIlir't7-tour or about 21.8 per oen't. of

boys' paper. had "when" or "where" lead-beg1DnDg•• not one paper being
ot'thi. error.

Only OIle ot the forty-six oo-eduoational 80hoolil'

1ole. oommenoed w1'th the date, and none began with 'the 't1Dle.
fAJIB IV
1I1JMBER OF PAPERSJ !otAL lfOMBlR OF JEWS STORIES,
BlBIBER ABD PIlle_AGES OF BEllS STORIES BIGDBDIG WIfB A, All, or THE, LlADSJ PLACE OR !ID
,LEADS} II' tAtsPAPERS ,"'Of !'BREE TYPES OF SCHOOLS
~

Beg1mling
with P1ue
or fiM

• •

••

•

.,. •

fotal • • •

168

1

M

20

878

6&

41.8

11 ",

26.08

M
1

69

277

Average • •
To

1_

-

--

up: Boys' Ichools ue4 ,the A. An, !'he begimling in 12.1 per

.-. ot their article. ihan did 611"ls' schools,

and in 15.62 per oent

of their stori•• than did the co-eciuoaticmal sohool.

In boyat high-

_ ..~ papers the t1me and place el-.nt ..... used to start 16.77 per oent
than in the girls' papers ad 19." per oeat JDOre than in the
u..ed~IIC'Lv;l.g.uCL'"

hi.gh-aohool paper.

~'p"'rAJ"'- much

less thought; and care about variation ot lead-beginning than

It would appear, then, that boys' paper.

shown in the girl.' papers and 1D. the co-educational paper.
As regard. frequency

or

is • • the tive bi-mcmthly papers, with 132

. . torm, ot the article, and .ixteen, or
plaoe.

le.a·

per cent, with either the t

The acmthly papers, with 7" article., started 223, or 30 per
or 7.9 per oent , With "when· or "where.·
TABLE V
NUMBER (6 PAPERS, TarAt IlJIIBER OF HEWS STORIESJ
:N'1JMBER Am> PEROEllrAGES OF JEWS STORIEs BEGINXDG WITli A, AN, !lIB, aADSs PLACE, OR 1'DIE
LEADS Ilf PiPERS, iiiOUPBD ACOORDING 1'0 FREQUDOY
W !SSD

o.
ot Publication

Papers

Bi-Weekly. •

6

132

Monthly_ • •

16

746

Average

Xewe

ningwith.

Ding

--

Storie. A, An, !he

-

Tt. or
Place
Element
16

223

30.

-

31.5

age Beg1D.ning with
T1:ae or
Plaoe
Element
12.12

7.86

Sinoe the m.on.tl\ly- papers begau 10.9 per cent f ....r or their stories
th an article and 6.5 per cent :renr With the tiae and place element than

bi-nekly- papers, it would appe&r that the papers having more t1m8

en issuestook more oare with their lead-beginnings.
5.

mE BODY OF THE NEWS STORY

Following the 1ea.dcome ooncrete details of the story told in their

i:' ae.oending order ot importance, the least necessary detail being at the end.
'(S5:5)

This struoture was observed quite well by all the papers, no notable

esoeptions being observed.
Paragra~ing.--

As a rule no paragraph should be more than eighteen

or twenty lines in length, and each paragraph should begin with an inter';"
esting idea. (20.9)

On the whole, the paper having paragraphs longer than

here suggested was the exception rather than the rule.

Rowever, para.graph

beginnings were espeoia11Y' poor in the boys' newspapers, many starting with
the date.

In the girls' papers and in the co-ed'llCational ... schoo1 paper

paragraph beginnings showed more variation and attractiveness.
Sentence length. -- Borah suggests that the short sentence which presents its thought without delaY' oatches the reader's attention' and lures hiDl
to finish the story, whereas the long, periodio sentenoe "whioh withholds
its 'thunder' till the end haa little use in the nenpaper." (8:133)
the papers had cmtr-1ong sentences.

Few of

As a matter of taot, one oriticl8l1l that

might be oftered in this regard is that_ere were, in several instanoes,
too

lII8.lq

smp1e, chOPPY' seutenoes, 1Ihioh would haft been greatlY' improved by

being cabiud brto oOlllp1ex or. oca.pea114 sentences.

mle ..2! ~ D8W8 .tory. -

0. of the first

story- is that it be co.m.pe.ct11 written.

essentia1~ ot a un

In an interview, C. R. I'ohe, cit1

editor of the ~as ~ hnaan, ...14t '-A frequent problem cODf'rcmtlng the
oity editor is the 'long-winded' "portier.

Ria 'too wordY" stories are to

be contralted with a firm, conoi.e. coDdensed form. ()t writing which is

~";;abl'" the

1_

stOlT after lMtbag tout. at the de.k." (34:15)

FiTe

or

the

Slrls ' aohool papers (See Table VI) aDd three of the boys' papers had storie.
_loh ".ere too word7, which, it the;y had been carefully reTised, would ha....
'been much more toroeful, belidea ooou})1ing much lea8 space.

!ULI VI

NlDIBER OF TOO WORDY lEIS STORIES m mE
PAPERS OF T'W'O TYPES CI' HIGH SCHOOLS

Boyat HighSohool
Papers

BulLber or too
Wordy Ben
Storiel

Girls' llighSchool
Papers

!lumber of Too
WordT·""
Storiea

n. Philip Hi

2

!he Spotlight

.!he Explorer

6

S. F. A. Towel'

4

ne Georgian

6

!he lobo

6

De Paul Prep

6

St. Jf.ary't S Herald

.,

Drop 0' Ink

7

Total • • • •

17

13

37

Editorialids .-- Beoause a news atOl'J ahould contain onl,.. facta the
reporter's opinion or hi8 comments on a lituation must be omitted.
Ihould the tirat person--I, '111'9', mine,
the reporter.

lU, .... ,

"BeTel' give au opinion.

Nor

our, ours, ua--be used to mean

Be.,..r make a oODllD8nt.

• .....1' use the

tir.t person," ter.817 states Ili88 Wrbm in this regard. (35:17)

Papers ot

the present stud,.., hOW'e'ftr, in maa7 oases seri<Nsly tra.nagressed this regu. lation.

Use of the tirst peraon • • noticeable inn.... article. of four

g1rls' newspapers, and in three boyst papers.

As regards expression of

OPinion, Borah might well haTe had ill mind papers from aeveral ot 'the, bo;yat
IDd girls' sohools when he said: "IIl.aD)" high-aohool paperl editorializing

unrestrained;" (8:1S6) for the nbjeotl.,. obtrual~ o£ the .ditors'

new

oint was ftry prominent in the n... atorie. ot flve of the girls' and in

oar ot

Nelther this notatlon nor uae at the tirat per-

the boy8' papers.

on was observed

~

the oo-eduoatioaal .ohool paper.

Borah maintains that

e only proper plaoe tor edltorlall ia the editorial oolumn," (8:136) aDd
in one nen story atter another _re tound such oomment. as th:1e frc.a

Srtlig!':, Jlarch, 1933, which .Dded an artiol. oOllOernirlg a. pamphlet
i.,.: ·Come on, glrlsl

A little lIOre pepS I

Read Catholio literature so

t you ma'1' ~er ~e great oaUie ot Ca.tholio Action.·

Or this frc:a an

iole in the S. F. A. Tower, April, 1933, telling ot a trip. to a cOUl'i;
eSlion made by the olnol ola881 "The olass is grateful to Mil. Claw for
rranglng the attendanoe at the '.lllon aDd to Judge Adams tor perraltt1D.g
em to attend and also for the 'ftluable information he gaTe them.. " A.a
orall lays, "WJ:aen a nOA-partisan read.r .e.1 thel. edltorialized stories, h.
orma a poor op1nlOll at the aohool paper.

He b.on at a glaJl.Oe that it i,.

ot a real DeWlpaper but the pers ...l organ ot ltl edltor•• " (8:136)
TS-l1D.es•• bT1oul.

!hat t1lael1ne.. ia •••e1iial to the . . . atOl"J' 1.

Koltow.n etate., "llewa is not .... UDl••a it is fresh." (22:308)

B'e

plor.a the atale aooOW1ts ot games, partles, aDd .'ftJ1t1 long- liDoe··fOJ'otten, whloh are 1_.tiMs tcnmd in publloatlons.

Praotioallyall ot the

apers _re found to be tiJleq in their ..-a, molt artiolel dealiDg with
nta that had elther reoentl'1' ooo1ll'l'E or _re to tab plao.' t.a the :aear

ra.e. --

Sauroe C....

It the paper ls to bea real organ o£ information

onoernirlg the Ichool, it auat .bn'that • .,.ry po.sible
onred.

DAN'8

laUroe

a.

'been

!mODI the _jor aoaree. ... .ated. by JabDaon aDd Kildow are: the

atra.tl.,. _d aoad_o of't1o.. olJlba and or

lzatlon., the

"la.SS rooms, the book exohange, all coaches, the Parent Teaohers Assooiati
:::~
r,

~ . and the general sooial events o£ the sohool.

(20:7)

The news oontent

should, ot oourse, be balanoed between the souroes, no one aotivity being
o.,er-played. All the boys' papers shand a laok ot resouroetulness in development ot souroes.

Even

The~,

whioh had the most varied news ot the

siX boyst sohool papers, left many school sources entirely untouohed.

The

girls' schools showed much more ingenuity both in number and variation ot
sources oovered.
In connection with school news, Edwin Van Kleeck, in the

~lish

-

Journal, January, 1928, issued a warning against making the paper a "gloritied bulletin board," in which trivial notices about trivial happenings are
inserted to the exclusion ot the more important news. (33:22) While it could
not be said that the boysf papers resembled bulletin boards, they did err in
the insertion of too many teatures, and in several cases sports news was
over-played to such· an extent that the reader was prevented trom obtaining
an adequate pioture ot the entire school.
The Central!,!!!!,

the co-educational paper, in the issue ot May, 193

contained a report trom the National Soholastic Press Association, which had
awarded this paper an All-Amerioan honor rating.

The report stated that

"statt members of the Central!!!! reoeived speoial reoommendation for their
ingenuity and resouroetulness."

Here, as in its other departments, this

paper showed a genuine. realization ot Bohool news values.
Lawrenoe Martin', o.drioe as to news content is pertinent:

"The paper

should be a little ahead rather than abreast ot the stuient average.

Above

all--and this is the whole maral--it should strive to make the essential
school prevail against the non-essential extra-ourrioular and • seoondary'
sohool."

Martin is

therefore

romi-

aohie"l'eJlle!lt. .tudi... 8lld ideas rather _than

t~"

lIbat he _terms

".ensational It or "exterior" events, and in this he ahon himself in aooord
1rith Johnson and Kildow. who say:
The readers of sohool newspapers are above the average ntlWBpaper
reader in background and intelligence. In the gathering and writiDg of
news. the policy or the best general newSpapers' of stressing the most
significant features of news Ihould be followed. (20:4)

In this regard it will

be 'noted in Table III, page 13. that cUrricu-

1ar .ori:, which is inoluded 'ind.er instruotion and subject_ matter clubs,

averages 6.46 per cent at the ,space in the girls' neW'Spapers and 4.01 per
cent of the space in the boys' papers, whereas organizations, most of which
were, apparently, extra-curricular. were allotted 10.09 per oent space by
the girls and 8.30 per oent space by the boys.

The Central News gave 9.94

per cent of its space to news conoerning the curriculum.
A surprising amount of roam was allowed for out-of-school activities
by the girls' and boys' schools.

The girls' papers' allottment of 9.43 per

cent of their content to this type

or

news, and the boys' allcnmnce of 6.93

per cent to it wouli seem out of proportion to their reports of curricular
work, which, after all, engrosses the attention of the students for the
greater part ot their day and should, therefore, provide much material for
copy.

A comparatively large amount ot space was given to personal, and socia

news: 6.72 per cent in the girls' publications, and 4.37 per cent in the
boyst.

Occupying a little less apaoe than this item was nen of general in-

terest, tilling 6.26 per cent at the content of the girls' papers and 4.20
per cent of the space of the boys'.

It is worthy of note that the co-educa-

tional school devoted to these aotivities the following amounts or spaoe:
out-ot-sohool, 1.77 per cent; per.aDal and social, 2.67 per cent; general
interest,2.90 per centJ all percentages being much lower than those round in

pablicati0D8 at the other type. ot schools.
Since in no study was the same listing of :news -story material toUnd
in the present investigation, it
~

pare the amount

or

1I8.S

impossible to parallel or

space devoted to the eight items mentioned with the

. 1JIdings of other analyses, except in the ·cue of personal and social

~.

%B the papers examined by )(iss Breiseth, subject matter ocoupied 7 .~6 per
eeDt

of the space oontent, 2.88 per oent more spaoe than

',,"sent study.

W8.8

noted in the

(9:145)

Accuraoy.-- Truth and acouracy should be the shibboleths of the reAll details should be cheoked and re-ohecked tor verifioation.

porter.

Borah maintains that "it a series of events cannot be made interesting with-

out distortion of tacts, it is not news and deserves no place in the newspaper • • • Proper restraint lends authority.
lous."

(8:134, 138)

Exaggeration malces it ridiou-

Although it was impossible to asoertain whether the

papers had presented facts accurately and truthfully, ao confliot of state.nts or tigures, nor evidenoes of excessive exaggeration were obserwd in
my ot the papers.
8.

1.

WDARY

In the Catholic sohool newspapers ot Illinois ot the present

study, material conoerning athletiCS, organizations, out-ot-sohool aotivities, sooial aftairs, individuals, taculty, classes, subject-matter olubs.
l'l.en

of general interest, and instruction, was considered as the type of

l'l.en

to be handled in news-story torm.
2.

The average amount ot ostent spaoe oocupied by news_story sub-

ject_matter topics, exclusive of athletic news,
3.

1I8.S

41.87 per cent.

Listed acoording to sex of students attending schools the average

p;

r 1:

..,a-story space-a11otiD.ent< was as to1lows:

girls' papers, 42.94 per cent;

01s ' papers, 30.59 per cent; co-educational paper, 35.68 per cent.
4.

Bi-month1y papers contained 34.19 per cent news stories; monthly

papers contained 39.34 per cent, indicating that a longer time between issue
ga~e

the reporter a better chance to collect news.
5.

Five-cohmm papers averaged 40.64 per cent sohoo1 news; tour-

column papers, 37.17 per cent; three-column papers, 50.78 per cent; twocolumn papers, 27.36 per cent, which would seem to indioate no oorre1ation
tween the number ot oolumns and the peroentage ot news-story content.
6.

Tne content ot the leads of news stories in the girls' papers and

in the oo-educationa1 sohoo1 paper were uniformly good; a ff1W'

ot the leads

in three of the boys I papers were poor.

7.

No connection between the lead-beginnings and the dominant idea

t the news sto_ries was observed.

8.

Thirty-one and five-tenths per cent of all the news artio1es be-

an with same form of the article; listed by types of sohools the average
rcentage beginning with the article was: girls', 29.5 per cent; boys', 42>
r cent; co-eduoationa1, 27 per oent.
9.

The average peroentage of

ll8II'S

articles beginning with the time or

element was 7.86 per cent; figured by types of schools the percentages
re: girls', 5.03; boys', 21.8; oo-e4ucational, 2.1.
10.

Listed according to trequency of issue, 40.9 per cent of the

stories of bi-monthly papers began. with some form of the article, and
per cent with either the date or place; 30 per oent of the news stories
t the monthly papers began with an. article 8lld 7.9 per oent with either

'when" or "where"; indicating that the more correct form of lead-beginnings
s used in less-frequently published

a

rs.

-

25
11.

The structure

~

the body of the

D8W8

story was correct in

~otioa1lY all the papers.

Paragraphs were, generally speaking, not more than ten cr

12.

...-t1 lines in leDgth.
Paragraph begim1ings _te noticeably poor in ma.ny of the boys'

13.
.-papers.
14.

Few' at the papers had over-long sentences.

15.

The

ntllllber at too wordy news stories observed was as follows:

, girls' papers, 37) out of a total of 676; boys' papers, 17, out ot a total ot
166 stories.
16.

Editoria1izing:ln the torm. ot c cmmants was observed in the newa

Itories of five ot the girls' papers and twr ot the boys'; 'the tirst person
_s used in the news articles of tour ot the girls! papers, :in three ot the
11018'.

Neither ot these tau1ts was noted in the co-educati011A1 paper.
17.

The news _tories ot all the papers were tound to be timely.

18.

The girls' papers and the co-educational paper shand ingenuity

111 the coverage and development at sources; the boys' pa.pers showed a lack

at resourcetulness
19.

in this respect.

The co-educationa1 school paper surpassed the other publicaticma

111 the amount f£ space given to curricular news, allotting 9.94 per cent ot

its content to this type ot report; the girls' pa.pers allowing it 6.46 per
oent of their spaoe, and the boys 4.01 per cent at their total space.
20.

News of out-ot-sohoo1 activities was allotted 9.43 per cent at

the total content space of the
-~ontent spac~

g~1s'

papers; 6.93 per oent ot the total

ot the boys', and. 1.77 per oent of the space of the oo-eduoa-

iona1 paper.
21.

Personal and sooia1

Den

ocou: ied 6.72 per oeDt ot the ccmtent

girlst papers, 4.37 per oent
space
22.

or

or

the oontent of the

boya',

2.67 per oent

the co-educational paper.

len at general 1Jttereet occupied 6.26 per cent

or

the coIttezrt

of girls' papers; 4.20 per cent ot the content at the boys'; 2.90 per ceItt
of the content at the oo-eduoatianal paper.
23.

As tar as could be ascertained truth and accuracy characterued

the material contained 1n the news stories.

7.

CONCLUSION

Material concerning the news story was handled very minutely in this
ohapter, as it is generally agreed by all exponents ot soholastic journalism
. that it is only by oare in the observation ot details, espeoially 1n this

type of

~bject

improved.

matter, that the tone and technique of sohool papers can be

This tact was wrified in the olose examination given the papers

of this study, tor the only publicaticns whioh appeared to be a real credit

to their sohools were those in whioh muoh time and eftort in the preparation

ot the news stories had apparently been expended.

__-------------------------------------------------------,w

CRAP.rER IV
ATHLETICS :NEWS
1.

QUANTrrATIVE ANALySIS

Under athletics neW'll were grouped all activities of the physical educ tion.department, including sports, gy.amasium work, and tournaments.
~ed

in Table II, page 9, an average ot 12.69 per cent

.pace was given to this section.

tot;al content

This i8 almost equal to that tound in the

aDAlysis ot )(:lss Ruth Dreiseth, University ot
~papers.

or

As was

M1nnesat~,

at 125 high-school

Miss Breiseth tound athletics occuping 12.19 per cent of the

. total content.

(9:145)

Miss Garrity, however, in her investigation of

:ll1inoi8 public high-school newa publications, found 16.9 per cent space
allotted'to this topic.

(17:24)

Table VII, which groups the Illinois Catholic high schools by types,
lists 6.09 per cent for athletics news apace in the content ot girls' papers
It will be noted that Drop O~ ~ and~.
they made no mention of athletics.

_8

Mary'S

Herald are not listed, as

In boys' papers, athletics news, which"

27.45 per cent of the total content space, occupied more than tour times

u much of the content as was gi'V8J1 to this topic in the girls' papers.
!his is also a much greater percentage at space than

1I8.S

given in Cae t s

study, which listed boysf athletics news a8 11.91 per cent.

(13:35)

The

tact that the co-educational school paper, the Central News, gave 22.&6 per

, Gent ot it. space to athletics indioated that boys' interests rather than
~--------------------------------------------------------------------f••

2.

Emphasis

THE SUBJECT MATTER

!!!. Athletlcs.-- KcKown states that

in :many sohool papers

athletics are over-emphasized to the extent that the impression ls giwn

z
siders that nothiDg else worth readiDg about elats in the sohoo1 •.
This was f'0UDd 'to be true in the case of' the, Georgia.

83,312 )

whioh not

11 devoted 43.39 per oent of' its spaoe to sports but also placed news of'

!. nature on at least three of' the toW" pages of' each lasue.

This paper.

JaCJl"ver, was exceptional in the prCD.1nence which it gaw this topio.

By

f'a~

... greater number of' the papers oollf'ined their sports artio1es to one page.
Although limiting diatributic:m of' athletics news, eaeh of' the boys'

. peTS had speoial headings, used streamers, and had many pioture inserts in
_lis section,so that sports wre lIIDre noticeably "played up" than any other
tohoo l aotivity.

Girls' 8ohoo1s, on the oontrary, used no devices to make

letios Den stand out trom other topios.

------- - -

Va.riatioa in neW'8.-- Johnson and KildOW' state that stories about

......

.

• ports should not be over-played, 8l2d that space should be giTeD. to reports

of

~siUlll

c1as8es, hikes, eto. (20:8)

Rus8ell Alexander of' De Pa_ Uni-

'. ftrsity, in oonfirmation of' this suggestion, writes, "It might be surprising
.. the awrage individual who th1Dka of' sports only in the term cf' the _jor
;&otivities the amoUllt

or

good oopy that oan be had trom gymnasium olasses,

. both boys' and pr1s'." (sic1 (4:6)

Sports in boys' papers and in the

00-

, Muca.tiona.l paper would be said,aooord1Dg to these writers, to be e:mgger.dly emphasized, as no mention 1Ihatsoever was made of' 8D1' other athletics
'utivity.

Four of' the girls' papers gaTe aoCOlmts of' gyDm&sium class work;

... using 20 per oent; a third, 16 per oentl and the f'ourth. 6 per oent, of'
their ath1etios news spaoe f'or reports of' gymnastio aotivities other than
.ports.

Future Events.--

In sports seotions f'uture as well as pa8t games

auld be di8ous8ed, in the opiniClill of' the National Soholastio Press Associa
on whioh deducts several

int8 trom the rating of' 8ports sheets whioh

lto create interest in oClll.1Dg ga.s and report at length games long past
111"e g8Jl18S were not mentioned in the girls· papers.
.I

In seventeen articles

the bOYS· papers they lNre disoussed briefly and with muoh less attention
detail thaD. was given to the aooouuts of past oontests.
3.

TECBliIQUE

or

The procedure in the writiDg

sports stories, according to Hyde, is

e same as that of other news reports I first comes the surmnary lead and the
e deTSlopmeDt by oonorete details.

er writing.

(19:227)

Facts are as essential here as in

~

Hyde points out that lII8l'ly 70ung writers OTerlook

is requirement and use their spaoe for what he oalls "useless dope" or
personal opinion, generalities, aDd prognostications, forgetting that the
reader desires

D8JII88,

figures, statistios, and records on whioh he --1' base

is judgmeDt.
As to form. and technique, of the 258 .,prts articles f'0\IDd in the
sixty newspapers all but six bad a oorreot lead and the developuent of the
stories was as presoribed by Hyde.

Faots were given in all the artiole8,

and although personal opinion was expres8ed in twelve, the statements were

brief' and by no means predominated in the aocount.

In general, the storie.

re written with an enthusiasm and sprightliness which suggested delight on
the part of' the reporters in being given the privilege to write in a field
ich they apparently felt perfectly at home.

Names of' players, with remar

about their playing, and scores aDd figures were consistently presented in a
acoounts of contests.

4.
Jl1BS

DICfION

Wrinn says that although slang has had a tremendous popularity,

is going out of style in the better llSWI!Ipapers.

In the tollowing para-

aph she sugges:ts the phraseology which should be used:
!o put punch into sport articles use the vernacular--not cheap
slang--but the language ot the game • • • • There is a parlance that is
detinitely football; a parlance that is baseball; as there is chess
vernaoular and the language ot the fairway. (35:116)
Hyde warns against the use ot technical terms whioh are not likely to
be understood by the reader. and advises the use of "plain English" as the
best medium for sports writing.

(19:233)

All the girls' schools oonformed with Hyde's counsel and wrote their
.ports articles with the same type ot diction as that used in their general
J18WS stories, no slang or 'Vernacular being employed.

The boys' schools used

rnaoular; their parlance, however, was consistent with the sport, and,
ith the exception ot tour or the instances, the reports 1Iere entirely intelligible even to

one

who was not· thoroughly familiar with the sport.
5.

One
Kildow is:

or

FAIRNESS

the objectives ot school newspapers mentioned by Johnson and

"to encourage the ideals

or

true sportsmanship."

(20:3)

It

would seem that the sports section should be an exoellent place tor the
realization of that aim.
Hyde is:

The first hint for all sports writing given by

"Don't be one-sided; discuss both teams neutrally so as to pl."8e

supporters of both sides."

(19:233)

In regard to tair treatment Russell Alexander's is definite:

Don't ottend your guests by making derogatory remarks about their
players or the opposing teams • • • • The world's future does not depend
on the outcome ot any high-school contest--and so you will be doing a
great servioe by practioing and preaching sportsmanship. (4:30)
To write a report which pleases supporters ot both sides is extremely

¢icult, especially when the opponents are trom another school.

Most of

e articles examined in this study told much about the sohool teams, and th
ts.r plays and players of the sohool, while little mention was made of the
rk of the other school's teams.

In the event of lOBS by the home team,

pOrters were generally careful to present extenuating circumstances which
chances for victory.

Qm. the other hand, when the opponents

reasons for their being thwarted were rarely advanced.

How

not muoh sympathy shown for rivals, at least there
s never any jubilation over their defeat, and such remarks as "it was a
fought battle, H

"the team had to struggle to win," or lithe teams were

,e?enly matched," which were noted in various papers, gave the impression
that the reporters had respect for the opposing players.

In eight articles

d.finite compliments were paid to the work of the winning competitors, and
in only one article was a derogatory remark observed.

Generally speaking, the attitude toward victory and defeat alike were
about what one would normally expect from loyal adolescents who are naturall
more interested in and appreciative of their own schoolmates than they are
of strangers.
The comparatively ff1W articles about intra-mural contests; presented
a clearer picture of the plays of both teams than those reporting games with
outside schools.

The reporters, apparently. showed no partiality toward

particular classes and were particularly careful to praise suocessful underclassmen.
6.

ACCURACY

Accuracy is, of course, extremely important.

Morelock avers that no

reader will excuse incorrect figures, and he ins ists . upon the careful check-

ot copy "to avoid lUll" mstans in the scor.s, as well as

in all tabula-

(27:116-17)
Acouraoi.s in soores were praotioally tapossibl. to oh.ok.

Row.Ter,

.ell plays which were tabulat.d were added, no disorep8.J1oi.s in tinal score

were

round.
7.

1.

SUlIlARY

An average of 12.69 per oent content space was given to athletic

in all the papers.

Miss Breiseth's study reported 12.19 per cent, and lIlss

Garrity's 16.9 p.r oent apao. tor athletics.
2.

Girla' sohools averaged 6.09 per oent spac. allowanoe tor athl.t

los; boys' sohools, 27.45 per oent; the co-educational sohool, 22.16 per
oent.

Cae's study list.d 11.91 per oent space tor boys' athletics.
3.

Boys' sohools gave special prominence to athletics news through

decorative headings, streamers, sketches, and piotures.

Girls' papers gave

no extra emphasis to this section.
4.
education.

Boys' sohools report.d sports only, making no mention of physioa
Four girls' sohools r.ported gymnasium work but us.d only a ooa

parativell" small amount ot spaoe tor these aocounts.
5.

mente

Praotically all artioles were oorreot :i:a. teohnique aDd d.velop-

Faots, inoluding
6.

llAlIleS

aDd figures, were us.d trequently.

Slug and sports vel'Daoular were used in the boys' papers but not

111 the girls'.
7.

Reporters shand theme.l....a somewhat one-sid.d in the great

amount ot space given to nen ot the home teams and in their d.t.ns. ot the
home teams in oas. of loss. Rawever. in several instance. compliments .... re
paid to the visiting t.ams, aDd in only one, out ot 258 articl.s, was a

.,atOry remark made a.bout another· team. /
8.

The t.., intra.-mural games reported showed an attitude

9.

Comparatively tevr tut;ure games were reported.

10.

,

';

Aoouraoy in the reports oould not be asoertained.

or

neutrali

CHAPrER V

THE EDITORIAL
1.

QUAHTITATIVE ANALYSIS

The editorials of the Catholio high_school newspaper of Illinois
ranked sixth in space allotment, and ocoupied an a'Verage of 7.22 per oent of
e total space of the papers studied.

Editorials ranked sixth, also, in

in the study of publio sohool newspapers in Illinois, made
Miss Garrity, bIlt aooording to nss Garrity's figures they occupied only
.56 per oent of the total space.

(17:24)

W. C. Cce found that editorials

ocoupied 5.90 per cent of the spaoe and ranked. fourth.

(13:35)

The only study found in whioh the editorial space exoe.ded that of
the present study was that of Jliss Breis8th, which, in a measurement of 126
papers

or

sohools belonging to the Bonh 'eentra1 Aa;sooiation, reported edi-

torials as taking 7.80 per oent ot the total spaoe oontent and ranking third
in space a1lowanoe.

(9:l46)

Girls' high-sohool JUnrBp&PSrll of the present analysis .....re found to
devote 7.09 per oent of their spaoe to editorials, as is shown in Tab1. VIII.
bOysl papers, with an a'Verage of 7.71 per oent, al10wd this topio just a bi

more space, while the _C_en:_t...;.r&
___
l

!!!!. devoted

oontent to editorial subject matter.

only 5.93 per oent of its total

,r
TABLE VIII
PERCENTAGES (F TOTAL CONTENT SPACE DEVOTED
TO EDITORIALS BY PAPERS <F THREE TYPES <F
SCHOOLS

-

'irIS' School
Papers

-

Peroent- Boys' Sohool
a.ge of
Papers
Editorial
Space

Peroent- Co-educaage of
tional
Editorial Sohool
Space
Paper

6.7

;oe Paul Prep

6.55

!)rop 0' Ink •••

7.41

The Explorer

6.78

!he Echo ••••••

3.92

The Georgian

8.44

'!'he Gleaner •••

4.69

The Magna.vox

9.17

. '!'he Immacule.ta
Jews ••••••••• •

4.95

ThlJ Philip-Hi

6.41

lews ••••••••••

6.87

The Wiok

8.88

The Madonna
lews ••••••••••

5.16

l!8roy Hi -Rays

6.67

The Raven •••••

5.42

S. F. A. Tower

10.05

St. Mary's
Herald ••••••••

9.57

The Spotlight

8.33

~he

Aquinas •••

Peroentage of
Editoria.l
Spaoe

The
Central
News

5.93

The Longwood

The Teresanett.

12.5

-

!

Total Awrage

7.09

7.71

5.93
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2.

CIASSIFICATION

Borah olassifies editorials as educational, exhortative, and oom.~ntative. (8:237)

The educational seeks to make clear facta or oircum.-

,tances with which the writer is acquainted but concerning which he feels
: his readers are not informed; the exhortative marshalls arguments in support
F

~ ot a course of action whioh the writer desires his readers to pursue; and

the commentative editorial simply presents opinions or circumstances which
have attracted the writer's attention.

"In each of these classes," says

Borah, "the interpretation of news is the keynote."
The EXhortative Editorial.--

(8:237)

Table IX lists editorials ot the

Catholic school newspapers according to Borahtsolassitication.

As is seen

"trom this table the exhortative editorial greatly predominates, occupying
from 63 to 67 per cent ot the total space allotted to editorials by the
three types of schools.

This table also reveals the tact that the three

types ot editorials occupied proportionately about the same amount ot space
in each ot the three kinds ot schools noted.
In an article entitled "Dontt Preaoh Bub Explain," (3:l7) Anne

Alexander mentions the well· known fact that students

or high-school age dis-

like being told to do this and that in a "because mother
tor you (s ic] " attitude.

man

what's best

"They want," says She, "a reasonable explanation.

She turther declares lithe majority of students do not read editorials because they believe they are bemg t preached at.'

That impression must be

changed, so that the students will see the editorial as an intelligent
argument with an explanation and not a.s a scolding."
Although, as is seen in Ta.ble IX)editorials of' a.n exhortative nature
occupied 66 per cent of' the total editorial space in all the Catholic school

18'

~t;;Spapera, only 20 per o.ellt were toad to be at the "preaohing" type.
!hese "preaohiBgn editorials used the imperative mood, and in suggestiBg
courses 0.1' aotion used oemmands

~ther

than ccoperative pleas, as may be

seen in the f'c11owing extract f'rom. an editcria1 in 'the Longwocd
193 3 , entitled "This Is f'cr Ycu":

!!!!"

April,

"llow that you are using the grcunds, re-

member to. take prcper care cf' them.

Don't throw candy wrappers cr other

papers en the grounds J pick up any that ycu see lying abcut.

Try not to.

walk on the lawn."

The majcrity 0.1' the exhertative editorials, hCM'ever, we:re 1'riend1y,

and the editor seemed to. ass,.. that, given 1cgical1y the reasons why a
oertain ocurse cf' acticnwas desirable, the studeuts would gladly cecperate.
Morelcck deprecates the edit erial which enccurages dissension and a
8pirit 0.1' persena1 antagonism.
tound.
a~l

(27:106)

This type of' editorial was rarely

Most newspapers gave the impression that they were heartily behind.

schec1 policies md were eager to. do. all they ocu1d to suppcrt them.
COlIIIlentative Editoria1.--The --.....-.
..... .... ---................;...;.;..;.--.

The co.mmentati.,. editcrial was

usuallyof' the "bcesting" type, telling what f'ine teams the scheel had or ot
the virtues 0.1' a particular individual, generally either a f'aculty member cr
a studeut.
Moreleok wa.rns against the editors' giving praise which is so. exaggerated that it scunds 11ke mere 1'lattery and states that oauiderab1e reatraint shculd be shown in both praising and ccndenm1ng.

(27:106)

The

majority ef' the editcria1s 0.1' thi8 type scunded sincere, and praise was not
excessi vee

They gave promise cf' tulf'i1ling what is menticned by Johnson and

Kildow as ene 01' the purpcses 0.1' sohee1 newspapers: the promoting
who1escme sohcol spirit. II

(20:3)

or

"a

TA,BLE IX
NUMBER AlID PERCERrAGES CF EDITORIALS IN 'l'BREE TYPES CF
HEWSPAPERS LISTED ACCORDING TO BORAH'S CLASSIFICATION

Girls' Sohool
Papers

Classification

Number Peroentof Edi- age of
torials Total

Boys t Sohool
Papers

Co-eduoationa.l
Sohool Paper

Number Peroent- Number
of Edi.. age of
of Ed1torials
Total torials

Papers of
All Sohools

Peroentage of
Total

Number
of Editorials

Peroentage of
fotal

Exhortatift

81

67

26

63

6

67

113

66

Commentatift

30

25

11

27

3

,~33

44

26

Educaticma1

10

8

4

10

14

8

121

100

41

100

171

100

Total

9

100

--

40

The Educational Editorial.-- !hough comparatively very ffl'ff in number

,oupying only 8 per cent of the total editorial space, the educational edi
" orials, which seemed to aim laWy to eatplain facts or events, such as the
,i

oly Year at Rome, the Century of Progress Exposition, or incidents in the
liTeS

of famous people, were written, in the main, in a clear, understand-

, ; able manner.
f .

3.

SOtJRCES

That the main source of editorials should be problems which relate t
.ohoo1 lite is asserted again and again in books and artioles referring to
,this subject.

Johnson and Kildow. in their manual, state:

there are a multitude of problema that are strictly stuient problems, which
ought to be solTed by the student.

These should receive first oonaiderati

(20:12)

Without exception the subjeots treated in the 'papers examined concerned sChool lite, and a great variety of topios was haDd1ed, inoluding
editorials about the glee olub, athletic club, plays, the DfI'ffSpaper, the
annual, athletics, sohool rules, the advantages at school enterprises,
school spirit, etc.
In instanoes where topics Dot immediately oonneoted with school were

presented, some link was definitely made.

For instanoe, an editorial on

"Xelley as Jlayor," written in the April 28, 1933, 1rercy Hi-Rays ,revealed
the fact that Kelley had reoeived his early training tram the Mercy Sisters
who are in charge of the high sohool fram which the paper emanates.
The several editorials on the Century of Progress explained how
educational to the students this eva.t should prove.
1933 went further in

hOll' Oatholic

!he. Drop 9,.'

1:!!.,

May,
the

ience or the Fair, would see behind its wonders Divine Providence, "which
.\

' . permitted the success ot man's activities."
4.

STYIE

~

I

As to style, stmplicity is essential in

~

editorial.

;

iii not a vehicle tor shoring ott what you can do in a literary way.

It is

tetinite piece ot olear, conCise writing in which you are trying to enlighte ,
, rsuade, argue, eto.," Morelook maintains.

(27: 108)

While most

at the

ltfng was tound to be clear and, as a rule, tairly simple in diction, the
dents were occas ionally tound to be 'Werbose.
itor ot the

~!:!!!

As an instance

Prep, !lay 10, 1933, speald.Dg

ot this J the

at the prevalence ot

pring tever among the students, writes:
Knowing this to be eIlly too true and being scnewhat conscious ot
the depreoiation which this condition has upon the previous ettort. ot
each student, we consequently devote these tew line. to bringing to the
attention ot all concerned the state ot the listlessness which has been
unconsci~sly assumed.

The rest ot the article is much like this.

At least 50 per cent ot

the editorials contained unnecessary or poorly turned sentences, the ommission

ot which would have increased the strength and toroe ot the articles.

Particularly noted was the lack ot variety in conclusions, very many ending
with "Let us theretore resolve--," "Let us retleot seriously on this
matter," or such over-worked declamations.

As Hyde suggests, "It [editorial

writing] is usually presumed to require greater maturity and knowledge than
reportorial work."

(19:260)

A laok or maturity characterized the majority

ot the editorials.
Morelock advises:

"Throughout the editorial you should be caretul to

use words and pPrases which are in keeping with the tone ot the editorial.
when writ

on a. serious sub ect."

(27:110)

A tone

at

amounting almost to formality, pervaded the majority of the ed1In fact, it was a relief to find in the eentral

!!!!. several

in a rather ohatty JIl8.l:m.er with dialogue or short wordches used to illustrate the points.
5.

ORGAlflZATION

Miss Wrtan gives the following stmple plan for organizing a formal
IIf/S

editorial:
1. state briefly the situation that sttmulated the editorial.
other words summarize the facts out of which the editorial grew.
2.

Explain, interpret, or digest.

3.

Make the point briefly.

In

(35:132)

The greater number at the editorials were organized somewhat along
these lines, although, as was stated above, there was occasional redundancy
. or extraneous matter which hindered the oODoisedevelopment desired.
Homer A. Post foroefully advises:
torial.

"Do not write too lengthy

The average length is 150 to 200 words. n

(31:26)

aD.

edi-

Only 4 per oent

of the editorials exceeded this munber of words, these running about 300

rds; and it must be admitted they would haw been more effeotive had they
been briefer, partioularly one written by a girlst school editor on the subject of the modern yOWlg man.

So many instanoes were given depreoating that

poor species of humanity that the artiole gave the tmpression of being a
long-winded animadversion rather thaD an editorial.
6.

mE TITLE

A point of view treated too lightly in the writing of editorials is
the wording of the title.

The effeotiveness of the editorial title is con-

".red in the soore sheet of the National SCholastio Press Assoo 1ation,
011 notes whether the titles are "dull rather than bright and interest-

(20:20)

Since students turn more readily to news stories and

,atures, such as humor oolumns and personals, than they do to editorials,
in many surveys made of students' newspaper inter,.ts, it is all the more important that the editorial title be so original
and clever as to attract the attention of the reader.

The following titles,

ohosen fran the April edition of ten papers of this study pioked at random,
',.em to indioate that the titles, em. the whole. would attraot the attention
of the reader:

"Why Blame the Baron?" J

Problem of Resolutions";
coolidge" J
tabooed";

"The Queenl

"Little Things Count";

"Man of the House" J

All Hail";

"The Perfeot Tribute" J
7.

"In Our Little Way" J

"Buy While you lfa.y";
nOf Course";

"The
"Calvin

"Wanderlust

"In the Rain".

SUMMARY

Editorials ra.Dked sixth in the dar of interest, oocupying 7.22

1.

per cent of the total space of the papers measured.

This was more than was

given in the papers of Kiss Garrity's study, which allotted 4.56 per cent to
editorials.

Coals analysis showed 5.90 per oent spaoe given for editorials.

Miss Breiseth's investigation revealed 7.80 per oent spaoe allowanoe for
this subjeot.

2.

Girls' papers gave editorials an average of 7.09 per oent oontent

spaoe; in boys' papers and in the oo-eduoatianal sohool .paper, spaoe amounting to 7.71 per oent and 5.93 per oent respeothe ly, was allotted.
3.
being

or

Exhortative editorials predominated, 66 per oent of the editorial
this' type.

"preaohing" type.

However, only 20 per oent of the editorials wre of the

-

4.
5•

No dissenting editorials were to\D1d.
Commentative editorials, ocoupying 26 per oent of the editoriai

• paoe content, seemed to be sinoere.
6.
~.

Educational editorials, occupying 8 per cent of the editorial

spaoe, presented faots olearly.
7.

Subjects of editorials were related to the sohool and its activi-

8.

The style was generally simple, but ocoasional redundancy and a

ties.

'laok of variety were observed.
9.

ImnattU"ity charaoterized muoh of the writing

The tone of the editorials was dignified.

10.

Editorial matter was oorreotly organized in most of the papers.

11.

Editorials were not too long, ninety-six per cent being less than

200 words in length.

12.

Titles were generally olever and were of suoh a nature as to

. attraot attention.

CRAPTER VI

THE FEATURE STORY
1.

SPACE ALLOTMENT

The feature story, whioh is defined by Borah as va story whioh has n
great news value, but whioh is made interesting by the reporter's ole'V8r
treatment of it,"

(8:226) was allotted only 1.74 per oent

paper spaoe oontent.

or

the total n8W'8

Girls' papers gave 2.49 per oent spaoe to this itemJ

boys' papers, 1.69 per cent; and the Central!.!.!!!. allotted .91 per cent
spaoe to this type of writing.

None of the related investigations reoorded

analyses of feature stories.
2.

STYLE AND CLASSIFIC.A!1'ION

J. E. Mulligan divides feature stories into four olasses. depending

upon whether they stress: human interest, personality, experienoe, or int'ormation.

(28:5)

Under the human-interest type come stories of humorous

incidents or interesting bits about the sohool.

Informational artioles

give definite faots oonoerning an individual, an event, or an activity;
while the experienoe story deals with unusual ooourenoes in the lite

or

the

;'Writer, another student, a member or the faoulty, or an;yone else conneoted
, th the sOhool.

The personality satoh is usually about some interesting

individual who is more or less well·mown to the whole
udent body.

(28:S)

-

46

stories of the present study, olass1tied as suggested by Mulligan,

-vee.1ed the faot that of the forty-fift feature artio1es found in the

_ ..per s trom sixteen sohoo1s, thirty were of the human-interest type, six
/. P
.
,- f/8r e informatima1, five told of experiences, and four ooncerned personality

I

i

!!!! Human-Interest

teature story is oharacterized by three things:

t lingle
,

Story.-- Miss Wrinn says that every well-written

etfect.

1mity, dominant tone, and

The article may be humorous, amusing, or weird, but whatever

effect it starts out to make must be aooomplished without ohange ot purpose.
(35:15)

While Miss Wrinn' a requirements were oonformed to in all the types

of stories, they were espeoially well tulfilled in those designated as

"human interest." These stories treated of a variety of subjects

and in- .

eluded in their scope: dogs, oats, frogs, hobbies, marks, puzzles, valentinea, human pests, and manners.

Most of the reports were written in a

light, chatty style which was sustained throughout, and nearly all were oonsistent1y humorous in appeal.

No extraneous matter which would detract fr

either the unity of the artio1e or its intended tone and effeot

.!!!!. Personality

1f8.S

noted •

Feature StOry.-- The main requisite ot the persona1i

ty type of feature story is that it gi'Ve a realization of the 1mique

charaoter of the person presented.
papers examined were about students.

(28: 5)

Two of the sketches found in the

Through reports of interviews, as wel

as desoriptions, the reader was given a definite idea at both the general
and particular traits of the subjeots portrayed.

Especially well-handled

was the story of a school janitor, whose war experienoes were related in
such a manner as to vividly picture the predominant characteristics at that
individual.

Another tale of a being oalled the "till_joy" conveyed an

excellent impreSSion of just why that speoial

appell8.~i'V19

had been applied.

~

j

rABLE

x

PERCENTAGES (Ii' rar.u. CONTENT SPACE DEVOrED
TO FEATURE STORIES BY PAPERS OF 'l'HREE rYPES

,-

percentage ot
Featurestory
Space

Percentage ot
Featurestory
Space

Boy.· School

The Aquinas ••••

1.8

The Georgian

1.01

Drop 0' Ink••••

1.55

The MagnaTOX

1.44

The Echo •••••••

.7.

The Philip-Hi

2.57

The Gleaner ••••

3.43

The Wick

1.33

Girls' School
papers

Papers

Co-educationa!
School
Paper

'rhe
Central
News

Percent
age ot
Feature
story
Space

.91

The Immaculata
lIews •••••••••••

2.07

The Longwood
Jews •••••••••••

1.9

The Madonna
News •••••••••••

2.07

Mercy

Hi-Ra.Y's~.

1.3

The RaTen ••••••

3.21

st. Mary·.
Herald •••••••••

8.13

The Spotlight •••

1.23

ATerage •••••••

2.49

1.59

.91

,r-

!h!. !!Perienoe Btory.--

The experience stories dealt with such enter-

L",,,,g subject. as , ordering a ...01 In French, havlng OIle'. picture taken,

~ttl:lng a

snowstorm, 8lld the joys of a. picnic.

All of them conoerned the

~ppen1ngs in the lives of the students and gave an lmusual enough angle on
~e

features presented to make them both interesting a.Dd entertaining.
~Il3formaticm

Feature Story.-- Definite information about the __8

of students, 'Various room projects, famous people born in April, how the
paper was printed, and hoW' the oafeteria was managed, was given in the six
iDf'ormational feature stories, all of which were written with skill and
originality.
3.

CONCLUSION

Feature articles are well Characterized as "the seoret of exceptionally interesting and readable school papers.

JJ

(20:10)

Those found in this

stull" were so we1l··written, olever and original, that they proved a real
boon to the entertaining aspect of the papers.

Practically all had a short-

story beginning, which Miss Wrinn says is the most effective way to start
this kind of article.

(35:75)

Of' all the types of subject matter inspected in this study the

feature story was found to ccm:t'orm to its particular requirement. the best
and most consistently.
rule~

Possibl1 this was due to the tact tllLt, as a general

only the exoeptional student, with unique ideas, attempts feature writ-

ing, whereas in other departments are l1k.Bly to be found amateurs who are
more or less feeling their way.
4.

1.

WJlMARY

Feature stories ocoupied 1.74 per oent of' the space oontent;

1st schools using 2.49 per cent for this type

e boys

b.lovte d 1.59 per cent; the co-educational paper assigned .91 per oent of its
.Ubjec~

matter to feature articles.
2.

Four types . of stories were round in the following numbers:

l1UJ1lSll-interest, 30; informational, 6: experience, 5; personality, 4.

~.

3.

Practically all the

s~ories were

round to fulfill the requirement

deIJl8D.ded or them in regard to style, lmity, dominant tone, and single effect

and each satisried the norm suggested ror the particular type of story it

: was aiming to represent.
4.

The reature story was round to conform. to its particular require-

m.ents the best or all the· types or subject matter inspected in this study.

CHAPTER VII

THE INTERVIEW
1.

SPACE AILOTMENT

Closely allied to feature stories are interviews, which occupied
4.62 per cent

or

the space

or

five girls' school papers; 1.62 per cent of

the space of the Explorer, the only boys' paper containing this subject matter; and 1.16 per cent

or

the Central News content (see Table XI).
2.

ClASSIFICATION

Miss Wrinn lists two types of interviews: the informative and the
human-interest.

(35:93)

The purpose

or

the former is to get before the

reader information or advice fram a recognised authority on a subject.
human-interest interview, on the other hand, concerns the personality
speaker, rather than what he has to say.
the present study, seven were

or

The

or

the

or the nine interviews found in

the human-interest type, and two were in-

fcrmative.
3.

THE HUMAN-INTEREST INTERVIEW

In speaking of human-intere8't interviews, Hyde says:

II

Many writers

fail because the persons they write about are merely names, and. their doings
are looked upon impersonally, like the antics of a trained dog.

The writer

who succeeds with human interest does it because every person in his story

.1s

a living

alive and

hU1lUU'1b-.1ng.~·.\~~h.a:t}. ,·TU:" 'me

vl~d,

person o.ep1o"VeQ may appear

51

Mulligan urges emphasis on appearance, personal traits,

mannerisms, hobbies, likes, and dislikes. (28:28)
TABLE XI
PERCENTAGE OF CONTENT SPACE

ALLO'l'TED TO INTERVIEWS

m

NEWSPAPERS OF THREE TYPES

Girls' School
Papers

Drop 0· Ink••••

Percentage ot
Space for
Interviews

Boys. School
Papers

Percent-

16.54

The Explorer

age of

Space for
Interviews

Co-eduoational
School
Paper

1.62

Peroentage of
Space for
Interviews

The

Central
The Gleaner ••••

1.62

News

1.16

The Longwood
N'EnVS •••••••••••

.81

Mercy Hi-Rays ••

3.15

The Spotlight ••

.99

Awrage ••••••

4.62

.
1.62

1.16

The choice of subjects for the seven human-interest interviews of
this B'bUdy revealed ingenuity an the part of the reporters, as may be seen
trom the fact that included in the list of interviewees were:

Jane AddamsJ

Edward Kelley, Mayor of ChicagoJ a priest retreat-master; an athletics
director, a high-school senior, and two school engineers.

With the excep-

tion of one of the engineer canterences, which was rather wooden in expression, these interviews fulfilled all the essentials named by both Hyde and
Mulligan.

In addition to a distinct idea of' characteristics' being conveyecl

52
1.conception of. the appearance of the aubject far interv1evr was also im!his was dOne through the report of what was said as

,parted to the reader.

"ell as through the reporters' descriptions of their impressions of the
person interviewed.

To be sure, these impressions may have been a bit over

done, especially in the accounta concerning Miss Adda.ms and Mayor Kelley, a
the enthusiastic

reporters~ with

all the exuberance of youth, clearly reveal

ed their state of awe aDd excitement at actually having personal contact
nth such well-known personages.

The writing, however, was pleasing in its

uliter sincerity and naturalness.

As seems to be the cuStom to-day in inter

Tiews of this type, both these accounts ended with a message from the inter
viewees to the stlXlents of the school.
4. STYLE

Miss Vary Grossman) in an article entitled "The Interview as Composition Material, II states that keen understanding, a we1l-balanced aense of
hUDlor, and the ability to write lively dialogue are required ct'a good
interviewer.

(18:75)

All three of theae essentials were noted to a greate

or less degree, especially in the human-interest interviews, humor being
possibly lesa conspicuous than the other attributes mentioned,

du~,

it woul

seem, to the fact that the young oonferees were somewhat la.cking in perspec
tive.
5.

FOlW

Miss WrinD advises that the interview should start with the summary
lead, in which the person intervien4 is identified, and the oocasion for
the conversation is named.
one of the interviews.

(35:M)

This type of lead was used in all but

Throughcut the article direct and indirect quotation

r__

[~. d ----------------------------------------------------~--~--~61~,
be used, ·aJJd a briet quotation Day well end the report. (35:64)

~e

e.dvooates that a narrati'ft tcme be introduced through the 'ftrbs aJld

~ough some action or description ot the conwrsation between the speaker

aJJd the repOrter.

(19:211)

The narratiw style was well dOll•• Very sldll-

ifglly the use of those trouble-makers:

"he' said, n and ttl asked, n

'WaS

j'fOided by the employing of other more graphic and interesting phrases or
rd-devioes.

In eme interview only was the dialogue found to be tiresome.

f fIlis was mainly because the reporter had neglected to use indirect as well
as direct discourse in his copy, thereby giving a monotonous tone to his
writing as well as frustrating the interpretation of charaoter so desirable
in an interview of this kind.

6.

THE INFOmlA1'IVE INTERVIEW

One of the two 1ni'ol"lllltive interviews was with a dramatic coach, and
the other, with a misllionary sister.

The first of these had real merit in

torm as well as content, and contained much material of real worth; besides,
the reporter demonstrated his power to estimate the val'U8 ot the information
obtained.

The second interview was too briet and inoomplete and rewaled a

pauoity in knowledge ot the technique of interviewing.
7.

1.

SUMllARY

Fiw girls' papers gave 4.62 per cent of their oontent spaoe to

interviews; one boys I paper and the oo-eduoational

publi~ation

allotted this

material 1.62 per oent and 1.16 per cent, respectively.
2.

Of the seven human-interest interviews, six fulfilled the require

ments for a correct interview in tom, style, and oontent.

Espeoially com-

mendable was the use of direot aDd bldireot discourse, and the avoidance of

I"-

trite 'V8rbs.
3.

One of the two int'ormatin interviews was well done; the other

showed a 1aok or knarr1edge or the teohnique of reporting interviews.

,
[

j

CHAPTER VIII

1.

QUANTITATIVE ANALYSIS

Humor was t01D1d to oocuPY 8.61 per oent of the total oontent ot the
. papers, ra.nking fourth in the amount of spaoe allotment.

As '1IJAy be seen

tran Table XII, the various papers allowed the tollowing amounts of' spaoe t
girls', 7.82 per oent; boys', 10.76 per oent; the co-educationa ,

this item:

4.16 per cent.

Related studies reported humor spaoe content as tcllows:

Kiss Breiseth's, (9:146) 4.03 per cent; Miss Garrity's, 6.17 per oent;

(17:24) Ccets, 4.73 per cent.

(13:35)

Compared with these tigures humor

in the Illinois Catholic high-school newspapers would be said to occupy an
unusually large amount ot space.
2.
Ck1e

or

humor editor.
position.

SUBJECT JlATTER

the most coveted positions em a newspaper staft is that ot
Few students, howewr, realize the dif'f'iculties ot this

Borah names just three requisites for humor in the high sohool

paper:

originality. kindliness, and decency_

opinion

MiS8

(8:241)

In support of' Borah'

Burna in the Soholastio Editor, April, 1932, says that the

humor editor should be, above all, a friendly person, impersonal, and clean
minded.

She denolmces the use of 80-called. "wise cracks, n which are of'ben

too pointed, and states that "the h\1JlOr column can be the most enjoyable

---

TABLE XII
PERCENTAGE OF COM'ENT SPACE DEVOTED
TO mooR IN THREE TYPES OF NEWSPAPERS

"

IIJII"""""

",i

rlS ,' Papers

Peroentage of
Space
for
Humor

Peroentage of
Space
for
Humor

Boys' Papers

11.6

De Paul Prep

10.49

The

2.77

The Explorer

13.35

Central
News

6.8

The Georgian

11.4:8

11.67

The MagnaTox

4:.38

The Philip-Hi

9.14

Co-educational
Paper

peroentage of
Spaoe
for
Humor

;'-

ifh. Aquinas

! ~op 0'

•••

Ink •••

4;.16

I

; !be Echo •••••••

,
"

!he Gleaner •••••
. !he Immaou1ata
I ...s ••••••••.•••

5.84
The Wick

fbe Longwood
Ins ............

15.67

4.45

fbe Madonna
~ews ••••••••••••

7.5

leroy Hi-Rays •••

10.41

fbe Raven •••••••

11.37

s.
st.

F. A. Tower ••

8.48

Mary' 8

Herald ••••••••••

3.13

The Spotlight •••

8.89

The Teresanatte.

8.76

Average ••••••

7.82

10.75

4.16

r
~s.ng in the paper ar it can be vulgar. stale. and 'Very cruel.

(10:15)

Miss Wrilm's ideas about the humor column are quite specific.

She

. -.Jees three points:
1. USe firsthand material. Life about you furnishes the best
fabric for humor. Be timely. The pm is the 10"l'fest form of rite Find
other ways of provoking laughter. Don t t clip jokes from other periodicals.
2. Blessed are the clean of heart. Nothing coarse or vulgar should
appear. The gayest mirth is tree of embarrassmeJrt to others.
3. Charity is kind. Never joke about a personal matter that is hal1
true; it may hurt. Nor hold up to ridicule what others regard as
sacred. however clever the contribution may be. (35:181)
Girls' Newspap!rs.--About 90 per cent of the humor in the girls'
papers was original, ten schools using only first-hand material, while two
quoted jobs in 50 per cent

or

their humor colUDDlS.

One paper used nothing

but clipped material.
!he h1lllOr, both original and ~c11pped. was clean, innocent. and local.
Several "short-short" stories were told evideJrtly for the purpose at insert·
1ng the names of local studeJrts: funny SChool-room incidents were related;

and some amusing observations about school life were made.

Six papers con-

tained quite humorous parodies and other types ot light verse which Morelocl!
says make good humor material..

(27:129)

----

The Madonna News. May, 1933. con-

tained an especially clewr trawsty on Edgar Lee Master' 8 Spoon Riwr

AnthJl~

~.

!he personals were. in general. charitable and gave no evidences cf
ridiculing or of betraying the confidence ot the individuals mentioned.
The three papers using clipped material chose matter that was
ly trite.

So-called

11

extreme~

jobs" abovl; the inevitably parsimonious Scb'bchman,

the benighted prisoner at court. the "bright" oftice-boy and the inquisitive
ten-year-oldinre DDlch in evidence.

Apparently, the humor editors ot these

~rs had either not seen--or it

they had seen it.

had ohosen not to heed--

~.lO.k'. advise to Itudento lerTtng as columnists: "As the one chosen to
ioonduot the joke departmem, you should keep in mind that it is better to
(

!,eleot a ffIW good jokes than to print a whole page containing mostly poor

ones."

(27:127)

!2Z!,t Newspapers. -- McKown says that "a joke whioh does not; oonoern
sohool people or sohool acti~tie8 is out of plaoe.

(22:317)

Although the

logio of this statement 18 manifest. nevertheless, in every boys' sohool
,paper, at least one oolumn of nothing but copied jokes, totally unrelated to
the school, was found.

One column of this kind) in the Philip-!!!, was most

incongruously headed !!!'-11..umor.
While the jokes were not, as a rule, coarse or vulgar, ftry ffffl of
them had any reason for being quoted, and nearly all were relios of the dim
past.

The quoting of several typical 'V8.udeville prohibition jests seemed, t

say the least, out of keeping with what would naturally be expected of newspapers issued under the auspioes of educational institutions.

A ffffl feeble

attempts to oOllllect the olipped jokes with the school were made by the inser
tion of a pupil's or faculty member's name as spokesman.

Of this handling 0

the joke situation Morelock says:
Although it is practiced, it is not good policy to credit students or
teachers with originating jokes that were perhaps laughed at before you
were born. Do not put into the mouths of your classmates witty sayings
which you have olipped from h18Orous publications. Use the names of
students or faculty members only when they have, either 1mintentionally
or purposely, made a good joke. (27:127)
.
In addition to their columna of c1 ipped material three schools had

personal columna containing wittioisms and comments about the boys of the
school.

The Phili:e-!! called its oolumn ~ !!!~,

but it was nct as

offensive as the name might suggest, most of the remarks being quite lmsophisticated, and none caning under the class of what might be termed
"scandal."

Moat of the observations were much franker and less delicate

than those made in the girls' papers.
Walter~Winchell

Some of the editors attempted the

type of running comment but fell far short of Winchell's

deft touch.

On the whole, those sections did not justify their existence.

Most

of the sayings were trivial and appeared to be mere space-fillers.

!h! Co-educational

School Paper. --

The greater part of the humor in

Central!!!!! was in the form of personal observations and was original, but
here) as in like sections of several of the other papers) the word fthumor" was
something of a misnomer.

This may best be demonstrated by the quoting of

some typical examples from the co1unms of the March, April, and May, 1933,
issues respectively:

"The brain is claimed to be the best weapon.

no fear of being arrested for carrying concealed weapons";

Ed has

"'Gil' Hansen

says that he would ride the street car more often if the conductor wasn't so
fare-minded";

II'Chuck' Breslin's olothes would make one's eyes pop out--

especially his collars."

Solving Susie Stickers, a column of letters to the

editor, contained missives which were very apparently both written and replied to by the letter editor himself.

Some of them were rather ludicrous,

but most of them were too far-fetched to be in the least amusing.

It seemed

unfortlmate that the humor editor of a paper so excellent in most of its
other sections had not really taxed his ingenuity and attempted to get more
subtle and entertaining matter.

As a general rule, most of the material pre

sented seemed to corroborate Hyde's statement that "humor columns are often
very weak spots in the newspaper." (19:388)

-

so
3.

or

HEAD DiGS

headings Morelock 8ays, "The heading ot your department may be

'oOJllDlonp1ace as Jokes, or it nay shOll' an attempt to be ditf'erent.
Jfost at the column names were . somewhat original; for instance,

E!:E ~

-

otherwise, and Telling Tales.

of the papers:

-

!!!. Me;

Bells; Keyhole Katches;

!!!.!'!!!,

1I8.S

About

~

(27:128)
Motley;

School; Wise and

Three beadings were related to by the na.mes

in the

~;

!!! Aquinas

!he Dragon laughs, trom the Georgian.
s erved,

~

~

80

e~ited

in the Aquinas; and

The last-named title, it will be ob-

linked up with one of the teats

st. George's High School, which

~,

or

St. George, patron saint of

the Georgian.

Eight papers used ap-

propriate sketches as backgrounds for their headings.
4.

COMPARISON WITH RELA.TED S1'UDIES

Taking the papers as a whole, what HJde terms "weak spots" were found
in several instanoes.
ftS

However, a greater proportion of first-hand material

found in the papers ot this study than Miss Garrity observed in the

Illinois PUblic

~ohoo1

publications •. Although she does not give tigures,

Miss Garrity state8 that "a very 1011' percentage ot the jokes were oonoerned
with sohoo1 people or school aotivities."

(17:57)

She also declares:

"Judging from the quality of humor presented in these high sohoo1 pub1ioations, society is in danger at ta11ing into chaos. II

(17:51)

While there

was much roam for improvement, &'t least the hUllor situation in Catho1io
school papers did not, as in the oa8e ot the public sohoo1, 8eem to portend
the destruotion of civilization.
As

regards 01ean1ine8s, too, the humor column proved to be in tar

better oondi tion than was found by Waldemar Beck in his report at this sec-

l

ron in the newapapers

of 1fe~rn COtlf'erence Big Ten College~.

61
Atte:r a

ilaorough inspection Beok oonoluded that "the so-called 'f'uJmy oolumns'

of

~.8e publioations, in some oases, outdo the humorous magazines in frank

.baJldonment of any moral prinoiples."
5.

1.

(6:76)

SllMMARY

Humor ocoupied 8.61 per cent of the total oontent of the sohool

papers and was distribut;ed as follO'l'l8:

girls' papers, 7.82 per oent J boys'

papers, 10.75 per cent; the oo-eduoational paper, 4.16 per oent.
h

,-

studies reported humor- content sp ace as follows:

Related

Miss Bre is eth t s, 6.03 per

, oent, Miss Garrity's, 6.17 per oent; Cae's, 4.73 per oent.
2.
original.

About 90 per oent ot the humor in girls' sohool papers was
Ten of these papers used first-hand material only, praotioally

all of whioh was conneoted with the school lite; two others oopied halt
their jokes; ane paper used olipped material only.

The humor of these

papers was clean and innocent and the personals were charitable.

Clipped

columns contained very threadbare jokes.
3.

Boys' sohool papers contained much more olipped material thaD.

girls', ane column of this kind being found in every paper.

Most ot the

witticisms were quite innocuous but; totally 1m1"elated to the school.

The

personals were harmless but trivial and gave the impression of being spaoetillers.
4.

Humor in the co-eduoational sohool paper was original but lacking

in subtlety and ingenuity.

5.

Headings were nowl and in three instances related to the names

of the papers.
6•

Humor in papers of the present stull" was, taken as a whole, more

r
"
;tfgina1
and of a better quality than that, tound in the co1wim,s of the public school papers eDlldned by
repOrted in Beck's

nBS

in~stigat1on

the Western Conference.

Garrity.

It

'WaS

much cleaner than that

at newspapers of the Big Ten Colleges ot

CHAPrER IX
EXCHARlES

i.

SPACE ALLOTMENl'

Exchanges, which were inoluded under the heading of features in
table II, comprised 2.33 per oent of the content space of nine girls' sohool
,papers and :&,..54 per cent of four boys' papers (see Table XIII).

The

'Central!!!!. did not inolme this seotion.

r" '

2.

f

SUBJECT MATTER

McKown says that the exohange editor oan make his oolumn important

and valuable by presenting bits of information about what is being done in
other sohools.

He prefers this type, ot exchange to oomments on the

styl~

and make-up ot other papers, and asserts that suoh material as the latter
Uis written for the eyes of the editor of the other paper and not for the

student readers. n

(22: 319)

Hyde echoes McKown's opinion about the emptines!

ot the oomm.entati.,. type ot exohange report and recommends that short oondensations of stories in other papers be written.

(19:389)

Girls' Papers.-- Exohanges were handled quite differently by the
various papers.
and

}.{em Hi-Rays

The S. F. A. TQlftr, the lIadonna
quoted interesting

nft'8

!!!!!, §.i.

Mary's Herald,

about sohool happenings.

The

Spotlight and Aquinas listed epigrammatic bits trom editorials.
Papers not handling this department well were the

~,

which simply

r

~ listed the exohanges; am Drop

2.'

M

~, whioh filled ten inohes of spaoe with

jokes, whioh the exohanges, in turn, had olipped from ourrent or not-socurrent humor magazines.

The worst offender was the Raven, whioh in two

iSSues wrote nothing but 0 amnents on various aspeots of the make-up of the

papers.
TABLE XIII

PERCENTAGE OF CONTENT SPACE DEVOTED
TO EXCHANGES m TWO TYPES CF NEWSPAPERS

Peroentage
of Spaoe
for Exohanges

Girls' Papers

Boys t Papers

The Aquinas......

3.7

The Explorer

Ink......

2.2

The Georgian

Drop 0'

The Eoho.........

.77

The Madonna. News

1.

Meroy Hi-Rays ••• ~

2.3

S. F. A. Tower...

.89

st. Mary's Herald

2.33

The Raven........

2.22

The Spotlight....

3.2

Peroentage
of Spaoe
for Exohanges

5.

The Magnavox
The Philip-Hi

2.1

Average •••••••••

~'

Papers.-- All boys' publioations, with the exoeption of the

Georgian, aooorded with MCKown's and Hyde's suggestions and gave tabloid reviews of what was being done in other sohools.

The Georgian, whioh gave the

most spaoe, 48 inohes, or 5 per cent of its total content, to exohanges,

filled about one-third of its columns with comments on the appaarance or
format of the newspapers.
Charitableness. -- A note in Mis s Wrirm I s book reads:
In your exchange column don't criticize the faults 01' your exchanges.
There must be something in a paper from Detroit or Kalamazoo which interests you because it is new, or strange or picturesque. Note it and
comment. Remember that the student staff, like yours, is most likely
earnest. A sharp thrust trom a "sm&rt-alecku exohange is discourteous
and perhaps even discouraging. (35:181)

None 01' the papers offended in the manner censured by Miss Wrinn.
the contrary, they seemed particularly careful to select news which told of
victories of the schools in various fields; interesting privileges which had
been granted the students, or of extraordinary happenings on the campus.
Speaking generally, the ex:change department was well·. regulated by the school
editors and contained much news that was worthwhile and entertaining.
3.

1.

Ex~hanges

SUMMARY

occupied 2.53 per cent

or

the space of nine girls'

school papers, and 2.54 per cent 01' the space of four boys' school papers.
The co-educational paper had none.
2.

With the exception of three girls' papers and one boys' paper,

this department was well handled and conformed with regulations laid down by
student journalism authorities.

A spirit of friendliness towards the other

schools was evident in all of the exchange sections.

r
CHAPrER X
THE ADVERTISEMENr
1.

QUANTITATIVE ANALYSIS

Allowances ot advertising spaoe tound in papers ot related investigations were as tollows:

Miss Breiseth's, (9:145) 25.42 per cent;

'Garrityts, (17:24) 19.13 peroent;

Miss

C08's, (13:35) 24.54 per cent; Sister

. JfarY Lucille Middleton's, 20.54 per cent.

(25:20)

Compared with these

findings the allotment ot. an average ot 3.66 per cent to advertisements in
tht total space ot all the papers ot the present study would seem to indicat
that the sohools issuing these publications did not consider this item ot
much importanoe.
As is seen in Table XIV only five girls' papers had advertisements,

allowing an average of 7.9 per oent tor this material.
papers averaged 8.66 per cent· ot
Central News allotted it 7.6

thei~

The three boys'

content tar this department, and the

per cent spaoe.
2.

SUBJECT MATTER

In a discussion of "What Jla.kes a Good Advertisement," Borah has

printed the following outline of this subject, 'Which was made by R. W. Jones
a.ssistant professor at journalism, Uni-versity of Washington:
The good advertisement is to be recognized by these outstanding
points:
1.

It has a sound merohandising proposition in it.

-

II

2.

It dam1na.tea the page it 11 on or the part of the page it 11 in.

3.

It is easy to read.

4.

It rings true and has sincerity.

5.

It urges to action,-has a plan behind what it says.

The poor advertisement is recognized by these featurea:
1. It is a mere epitaph, as 'Harry Smith, blaoksmith, horse shoeing
a speoialty.'

2.

It has not timeliness or 'brass-tack' faots in it.

3.

The copy nms along without change for several issues.

4.

It is a space filler--little more.

5.

It is like the poor, always present-the same today, yesterday,
(8:254)

and tomorrow.

Hyde deplores the "standing cards" and announcements inserted by
many merchants and deolares that they shOW' solioitation on the oharity
basis.
MoKown:

An added word on the charity type of advertisement is given by

"No advertisements of the 'canpliments of,'

'space donated by' type should be used.
Judged

~y

'by courtesy of,'

or

(22 :318)

the standards set by Jones and Hyde, the advertisements of

all the papers .ere poor.

le..-17 all

or

them were whe;t; Jones terms "mere

epitaphs, II and what ~e refers to as "st8lldtng cards. II
of just three advertisements, the wording

or

With the exception

which varied a bit each t:ime

they were inserted, exactly the same copy was run in the three successi.,..,
issues of the papers.

The word1ng usually consisted simply of the name of

the advertiser, his address, and his business or profession)as "plumber,"
"undertaker," or "photographer." .A81de from the fact that they were easy t
read. these advertisements dM not co_ain a single one of the points listed
by Jones as essential to good advertising.

Besides this, the Teresanette,

r~e~'

RA.

and the Central!!!!.!. had in eaoh edition at their paperl!l the "from

,f'. friend" or "compliments of--" type or advertisement or whioh

tapproves,

am

.~ the paper.

"

McKown dis-

which Morelock says "in the long run may prove detrimental to
(27:169)
TABlE XIV

PERCENrAGE OF CONTED! SPACE DEVOTED
TO ADVERfISEMENTS IB 1'l:IREE TYPES OF
NEWSPAPERS

Girls I School

Percentage of
Advertisement Space

Boys I School

The Echo •••••

7.23

De Paul Prep

The Longwood

3.41

The Wick

Percentage of
Advertisement Space
10.88
2.94

PeroentCo-eduoaage of
tional
Advertise
School
ment Spac
The
Central
News

7.60

Jews ••••••••••
The Magnavox

12.16

The :Madonna
Jews ••••••••••

11.04

S. F. A. Tower

5.95

the Teresanette

11.86

Average ••••••

7.9

8.66

7.60

,
3.

PBEPARA!rION

An editorial in the Catholic School Editor, Janu~~ 1932, states that

"advertising is news" and adds, "the school whose newspaper devotes no space
to advertisements is denying the sta.1'1' members an important part of that
training necessary for their future engagement in the work of pub1ioation."
(2: 2)

HOI'Iever, the mere having of advertisements does not necessarily imply

benefit to the student, as is evident from the way this seotion was handled

~ the papers 01' this study.
An excellent way 01' making this department very worthwhile has been

,uggested by Morelock. whc advises that the advertising solicitors make
themselves thoroughly tamiliar with the goods of their prospective adver-

rtisers with a
~.

given.

view to selecting certain articles to which publicity might; be

Next, he says, a lay-out in which effective copy and attractive

illustrations have been indicated should be presented to the merchants, ac-

. companied by a lively sales talk stressing the selling power of the school
paper and the buying power of its student readers.
It seems certain that had the solicitors

(27:170-176)

at the Catholic school news-

papers adopted the energetic and progressive methods suggested by MOrelock,
more, bigger, and better advertisements would have resulted; and this sectio
would then have proved a real asset to the paper in appearance and news and
in finances as well.
4.

ARRANGEMENT

As to the arrangement of advertising Hyde. as well as several other
authorities, advocates tithe tpyramid paget, in which the ads are piled along
one side) with the widest at the bottom. and the narrowest at the top, forming
a pyramid of advertisements resting against one margin. n
paper the pyramid arrangement was consistently adhered to.

(19:371)

In every

In no issue were

the advertisements scattered, nor did they in any case cut the news in two,

(22:318)

practioes against which McKown cautions.

5.

1.

Advertising in papers

SUMIIARY

at this study averaged 3.66 per cent at the

content space of all the publioations.

!his peroentage wasmuoh lower than

u

~s

allotted to this seotion by papers of related studies, as is seen by ob-

serving the fo 11't7W"ing amounts noted in these analyses:

Mis s Breiseth f s,

25.42 per oent; Cae's, 24.54 per oent; Sister Lucille Middleton's, 20.54 per
cent;

Miss Garrity's, 19.13 per oent.
2.

or

the nine papers oontaining advertisements, five were from

girls' schools; three from boys'; and the other was from the co-educationa1
school.
3.

Considered by the requisites named by Jones, Hyde, Morelock, and

McKown, advertisements of all the papers were notioeably poor in oopy.

TherE

!was no evidence that students md used progressive methods either in selling
spaoe or in helping to prepare the advertisement;.
4.

The arrangement of advertisements was good, all papers using the

"pyramid page."

CHAPrER XI

TEE LITERARY SECTION
1.

STMm

There seems to be a great d:ltference of opinion among journalists as
to the desirability

or

including a literary section in the sohool news pub-

lication, those not in favor of it maintaining that stories, descriptive
sketches, poems, and biographies are the special province of the magdine •
In no uncertain terms Fretwell and O'Neill decry the use of this type

material in school papel's, stating:

or

"School compositions, essays, and short

stories will probably kill any school newspaper."

(16:62)

On. the other hand, Glenn Kropf, of the University of Chicago, who has

done some research on this subject, says,

"Many

authorities assert that the

newspaper is the proper medium through which the pupil is gi'VeD. opportunity
for self-expression in English."

(21:55)

Dillon's views accord with Kropf's findings, for he declares that
students shoring a liking for fiction should be allowed to write their best
imaginings for the high-school paper.

He specifies, however, that such

offerings ShOllld have the most critioal inspection.
2.

(15:82, 83)

QUAllr1'.U.!rIVE ANALYSIS

Adams, an English authority. expresses himself as being greatly
alarmed at the inoreasing popularity of the American high-school newspaper,

or the reason that the inroads ot the journalistic nyle are, ill his
opinion, degenerating in ettect on the traditional literary style whioh was
charaoteristic ot the earlier high-sohool publioations.
process he calls "sausaging."

(1:3)

This

degenerati~

It was perhaps the tear ot o'Ver-

emphasiS on what is otten termed "journalese" writing which caused the
Catholio schools issuing the newspapers ot the preseub study to devote an
average of 9.96 per cent of their space to literary matter.

This type ot

oontent ranked second (see Table II, page 9)1 being exceeded only bjr athletic
l'l.8W'S.

The girls' schools g&'Ve an a'Verage ot 15.61 per cent ot their news-

paper space to this mater~a1, while the boys' papers gave a little less than

-----

one-fourth that amount, 3.97 per cent; the gentral Hews allotted it 7.93 per
oent oontent spaoe.
Much more prominence was devoted to

areati~

literary etrorts in the

papers of the present study than was gi'Ven in the publications of related
investigations, Miss Breiseth's averaging 4.89 per cent, (9:145) Coe reporting 3.21 per cent, (13:35) and MisS Garrity tinding in her analysis that

literary material ocoupied 4.85 per cent of the content.

(17:24)

The only

sohool papers tound to exceed those ot the present disoussion in the amount
or spaoe given to this section were those reported in the analysis made by
Kropf.

In a measurement

ot 401 junior high school papers Kropt roUnd that

15.22 per cent or the content was allowed for what he terms "literary attempts."

(21:32)

Grouping the papers according to ff'requenoy of publication those
issued bi-week1y a'Veraged 5.11 per oent spaoe tor literary material, while
the monthly editions a'Veraged nearly three times this amo\Dlt, 14.5 per cent.
It seems quite possible that the comparatively large amount of creati'Ve
material whioh was inoluded in the 1ess-trequently published papers was due

TABLE XV
PERCENTAGE OF COMENT SPACE DEVOTED
TO LITERARY ATTEMPTS BY PAPERS OF
THREE TYPES

Girls' Papers

Percentage of
Spaoe for
Literary
Material

Boys' Papers

Percentage of
Space for
Literary
Material

The Aquinas •••

29.4

De Paul Prep

6.50

Drop 0' Ink •••

11.31

The Explorer

1.45

The Gleaner o.• 1

.55

The Magnavox

4.34

The Longwood
News ••••••••••

The Philip-Hi

6.69

25.85
The Wick

The Jladonna
News ••••••••••

12.11

Mercy Hi-Rays

6.58

The Raven ••••••

10.26

S. F. A. Tower

18.38

st. :Mary' 8
Herald •••••••••

21.34

The Spotlight

11.85

The Teresenette

13.15

ATerage ••••••

15.61

Co-eduoational
School
Paper
The
Central
New.

Percentage of
Space for
Literary
Material

1.93

.86

3.91

1'.93

:; the faot that those literarily. inolined had had plenty of t1me between
iSSues to compose and submit oontributions; for, a.e a rule, the writing

"

or

ma.terial of this nature requires more time than is needed for ordinary news

\fl"iting.
3.

SECT ION' NAMES

Four papers had definite literary seotions named as followa:

Name of' Paper

Name of Section

---Longwood !!!!.

The Madonna News

"The Student Soribe"

The

"Literary Lanes"

The Central News

"L1tteraria"

The Aquinas

"Literary Leanings"

The other papers had apportioned no specific part of their oontent to this
subjeot matter.
4.

PCETRY

Te.l.d.nS the papers as a whole, verse greatly :predom.ina.ted as a form

of literature, there being, as is shown in Table XVI, a totalof' 115 poems.
The girlst papers contained 102 of these; the boys' papers, only 3, and the

.;;.Ce.;.;n.;.;t;.;;.r.;;;a,;;,l !!!!., 10.
Although the modern young person is usually pictured as madly grasp-

ing at what is new, and as utterly scorning the traditions of his forefathers, a study of Table XVI reveals that in 85 out of' a total of 115 poems
regular centuries-old meter was used instead

or

the free form of verse which

characterizes what is commonly styled as the "new poetry. tI
H. August Miller Jr. in Creative 'Writing

!!! Verse

says:

'11

,--

fULl

xn

PODS IN L1'1'D.ARY 8IC!ICIfS OF '1'JlRBE !!PBS or
PAPERS, LIS!BD .-...uCJlLLY ACC(JlJ)DlG to
BBftJD(, 8UBJBC!, AID DVES!IGAfOR'S RA!IIG

-

-each

!11"'s of Paper. , ~per

- .....Rat
-.. '~i.

l:JU"J-G1O

~.UI
:

Jl8tJ"l- I'ree

oal
Verae

Ver••

I

_.._..

1

'.

5 p1r1VW7 ~ iJ'a1J" IPoor
tua1 ~op10' Good
Topios

1.' Gu18'
Soh001

12
8

ne Aqu1J1a8 ••• i
Drop O' Ink •••
!he Gleaner •••

13

..............
!he Jla40zma
..............

21

s. r.

A. Towe"

11

11

H.ra14 ••••••••

l'
1

12

12
102

12
81

2

a

n.Lcmgw004

!h..·lAwn•••••

St.

Jfaz7'.

!,he Spotlight.
Th. T.re88D'ett•••••••••
Total •••••••
2. B0J8'
School
Th. Jzp10rer ••
n. Phl11p-H1.
Total •••••.••

a
2

1

1

2
1
1

4:

,
,

3

14:

4:
3

6

S

2
1

•

1
1

21

&
,41

2

9

12

,
•

1
2

14

1

a
4:

13

S

1
S

..........

10

1

9

'1

Total of all
Paper•••••••

11&

81

ao

4:8

3
3

•

1

,

28

33

1

3
2

'1

1

8

4
4

1

14

12
$

4:

3

1

9

3

2

I
'1

'1
1

T

2

&

66

12

&

•
a

~

1

2

1

3

, •

2

3. Co-educat1ona1 Sohool

The Celttl'al

29

38

8

61 ~8

8

There are three great elements in poetry: thought. imagination, and
emotion--and the greatest of these is emotion. If' you will analyze any
good poem you will have these three elements.· (26:36)
i

Miller further maintains that the success of any piece of literature
depends upon its originality, that 1s. "the quality which makes an utterance
seem new."

(26:46)

Of course ,student poets, just as the great poets, must

find their subjects in the ordinary things of life about .them; but it is of
vital importance, according to Miller, that tlin poetry these ordinary things
these familiar ideas, be given an element of newness."

(26:46)

"To express experiences picture-making names must be used, tJ says Miss
Luella Cook in!!:! Craft of Writing; and she adds, "Words as the poet uses
them so enrich the meaning as to give pleasur~ble experience."
Finally, in poetry, attention must be paid to movement.

(14:80)
Poetry is,

according to Miss Cook, word-music, and its music is based upon rhythm,
''which is as deep-seated in our nature as the impulse to learn through experience."

(14:84)

"Rhythm," Miss Cook adds, "is a race experience gained

in a world made up of rhythms •••• We should expect it to follow quite natural

ly, therefore, that rhythm. in poetry would intensify experience."

(14:84)

It is on the basis of the points mentioned: thought, imagination,
emotion, originality, diction, and rhythm, that the investigator-j.s rating of
the poems was given (see Table XVI).

There was really a surprising amount

imagination shown, particularly in the nature poems excepting a few in which
the writer became too sentimental over the over-worked and much-abused
subject of "spring."
Miss Garrity, in her discussion of the verse found in her study says,
"Too many tried to be humorous

ana were

very flat indeed."

(17:75)

This

fault was not found in the present analysis, practically all the poems being
of a serious nature.

To be sure

s

;:;;r-emotional, as the young poet in the Lo:ee;wood
in describing the scene trom the top

!!:!'
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February, 1933, who,

ot a dtUle, wrote:

The beauty of a quick image
Is too exquisite;
It stabs like a knife-It is pain.
Too, it must be said that some of the twenty-nine poems on subjects
of a spiritual natm-e were too forced in expression and too obvious in

sentiment to appear convincing.

One gained the impression that the youthful

writers were striving to say just the right thing and were so afraid

ot not

handling material of thi s nature correctly that they chose the line of least
res istance and repeated what they had heard and read over and over again,
instead of earnestly analyzing their reactions and, with all simplicity,
expressing their own thoughts and feelings.
Considering the 1rerse as a whole good poetry predominated, as is
shown in Table XVI, eight poems having been judged very good; sixty_one,
good; thirty-eight.fair, and only eight, poor.

5.

DESCRIPTIONS

Next to the poems in order of literary importanoe were the descriptions
there being a total of twenty-six of these, sixteen in the girls' papers,
four in the boys t, and six on the co-educational sohool publication.

Of' the

subjeots described, fifteen concerned people, nine were about places, and tw
ere on some aspect of nature.

Twenty-tom- of these were well done, contain

ing vivid description and displaying an excellent choice of words.
6.

ESSAYS

Of real merit were the essays. particularly those ot the tamiliar-
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essay type, of which there were nine in the girls' papers.
subjects handled is observable in the titles:
"Peanuts";

"On Weighing in Public";

"On Being Small ll ;

"On Human Pests";

IIEating Pie"; and "Conversation."

The 'Variety of

"Valentines";

"Breakfast"

Written in a clear, natural, rather chatt

style, with many touches of humor and atmosphere these improvisations were,
without exception, very pleasing.
such topics as "'spring",

The six serious essays, which included

l1youth", and "decisions", while not being as

entertaining as the informal attempbs, were a little above the average of
what would normally be expected from high-school students.
7.

SHORT STORIES

Surprising as it may seem only three stories were observed, and these
were in the girls' papers.

They were very short and extremely simple, but

fulfilled all the elements of a short story, in that they dealt with one
dominant incident, presented one preeminent character, and produced a single
dominant impression.

(32:465)
8.

CREATIVE EXffiESSION

One of the purposes of school newspapers listed by Johnson and Kildow
is "to provide an outlet for the best literary and artistic work of the
school."

(2e:3)

That the literary work should be truly the expression of

the students is emphas ized by Hughes Mearns, who says:
We need to recognize that many, possibly most, pupils are essentially
creative, but that our systems of education have forced adult standards
of judgments until timidity regarding one's own writing has too often
supplanted the adventurous spirit of those who really wish, and very
orten shyly endeavor, to express themselves in verse and prose. (24:vii)
It appeared quite certain that the work of the literary section in all
the papers was really the product of the pupils, although no doubt that whicl::

bad been submitted in English olasses had been oorreoted grammatically by
instructors.

With ffJW exoeptions, though, the writing had the amateurish

wark of youth in technique, expression, and choice of subjeot, and lacked
the finesse that would probably have charaoterized it had adult standards ot
judgment been imposed upon the aspiring litterateurs.

"
9.
1.
tion.

Sm.tlARY

Papers devoted 9.96 per oent of their space to the literary sec-

Related studies reported space tor this section as follows:

Miss

Breiseth's, 4.89 per cent; Ooe's, 3.21 per cent; Miss Garrity's, 4.85 per
oent; Kropf's, 15.22 per cent.
2.

Girls' schools gave 15.61 per cent spaoe to literary efforts;

boys', 3.97 per cent, and the ..;.O..;.en;;.t.;.;r...;.a_l !!.!!!, 7.93 per cent.
3.

Bi-monthly papers averaged 5.11 per cent space, and monthly

papers averaged 14.5 per cent, indicating that the longer time between
issues wa. advantageous to the collecting of contributions for this section.
4.

Four papers had definite names for their literary sections.

5.

There was a total of 115 poems, 102 in girls' papers; 3 in boys';

10 in the co-educational paper.
6.

Eighty-tive poems were in regular meter and thirty were free vers ;
forty-eight treated of nature; twenty-nine were on subjects of a spiritual
nature, and the others concerned varied topios.
7.

Judged trom the standpoint of thought, imagination, emotion,

originality, diction, and rhythm, eight poems were ranked as very good; sixt
one as good; thirty-eight, tair, and eight were marked "poor."
8.
expressi~

Poems ot a religious nature were, in several instances, torced in
and did not reveal deep thought.
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9.

The twenty-six descriptions were well-clone. containing vivid

pictures and revealing a good choice of words.
10.

The three short stories were brief. simple. and correot in form.

11.

The nine familiar essays were entertaining; formal essays were a

little above the high-sohool average.
12. There was evidenoe that the work was the creative production of
the students.

CHAPlER XII
THE BOOK REVIEW

1.
Most of the

~ournalists

NUMERICAL ANALYSIS
who criticize the inclusion or a literary

section in the newspaper acknowledge that book reviews very properly belong
in this publication.

That Illinois Catholic High schools seemed to consider

book reviews of some importance is shown by the fact that twenty-nine appear
ed in their columns. ten more than 1I8re noted in Jliss Garrity's study.

Nine

of the girls' papers had twenty-three reviews; three of the boys' papers had
four, and the co-educational paper had two.

Twenty novels, four biographies

one autobiography, and four books of essays were selected for report.
2.

BOOK REVIEW SECTIONS

Seven or the papers had regular sections for their book reports, whic
were headed as follon:

.UIe of Paper

Name of Book Review Section

The AquiDas

"In Review"

The Explorer

"From the Shelves U

The Gleaner

"Book Reviews"

The toeeood

!!!!.

----

The Kadonna News

"Booklore n
"Book18l1dlt
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Mersr Hi-Rays

"Literary Chit-ohat"
3.

SUBJECT MATTER

In regard to the kind of book to be reviewed Hyde is in favor of
"important new books of a thoughtful oharacter that the-busy reader should
knoW. n

(19: 3(4)

As to how the report should be handled, Miss Wrinn says

that while there is no set rule or formula for the writing .f a book review,
the oritio must give evidenoe that he has read the book carefully and
thoughtfully.

She continues:

"Here are three questions that the oritio

should answer in judging a book:
do it?

How well did he do it?"

What did the author set out to do?
(35:l55)

Did he

Advioe given by'this authority

oonoerning the review of fiotion is:
Comment speoifioally on the hero or heroine of the tale, if it is a
oharaoter story; or the situation that motivates the story or the plot;
or the question that the detectives have to solve, if it is a ~stery
story. (35:l56)
She insists partioularly that in all types of reviews" the student t s reactions to the book should be indicated.
4.

TREATMENT BY THREE TYPES OF SCHOOL PAPERS

Girls' Papers.-- Excellent taste in the ohoice of books reviewed was
shown in the papers from girls' high schools.

Particularly prominent were

books by such outstanding Catholic authors as:

Rene Bazinj Owen Francis

Dudley, Helen W. Homan, Maurice Egan, Hillaire Belloc; Agnes Repplier, Louis
Hemon, and Ablle Ernest Dimnet.
As to content the reports answered very well the questions put by Mis

wrinn; for the reader knew When finishing these reviews just what the author
was attempting, and whether and how well he succeeded.

Particularly com-

endable was the consistency with which the leading oharacters were sketohed
in the oharacter type of novel.
rouse curiosity.

Too, just enough of the plot was given to

The oomments as to the students I reaotions were thoughtful

varied, and gave evidence of a thorough knowledge of the book.

The fact tha

critioism as well as praise was given added conviction to the reports.
To add div.rsity to the artioles various devices were used.

writers

of five of the book reviews, by first sketohing the author's life l exoited
the interest of the reader in what was to follow.

Mersr Hi-Rays adopted a

form of dialogue discussion between students, whioh proved effective in its
naturalness and tilf'ormality.
as A Watoh

~.:!:!'!!.

Critiques of books of a spiritual nature, such

Night, by Helen C. White, and

Helen W. Homan, 'were written

~th

~ ~.!::!. ~

Apostles, by

a partioular earnestness Which made the

reader aware of the writers' desires to interest their companions in works
this type.

0

At the same time, the sincere delight which the young people had

evidently taken in the beauty and spirituality of the books was most gratify
ing.

Worthy of praise were the digests of biographies, which

~

high

school students find hard to read and even more diffiou1t to interpret.
Although it appeared evident that the reviews were essentially the
work of the students, the sophisticated style of some of them suggested that
a more mature hand than that of the students had inserted 'WOrds and phrases
in order to make the artioles read more smoothly and appear more polished.
This "faou1ty touch" was more apparent in book reviews than in any other typ
of writing examined.
Boys! Papers.-- The four book reviews contained in the boys! papers
were far below the level of those in the girls! news publications not only
in style and content but in choice of subjeot as well.

Of course the small

number of reviews ino1uded indioated that the editors did not oonsider this

topic of' much ilIlportanoe.

However, it seel1Jl!td unfortuna.te that ewn those

f'ew discussions were not handled with more skill and penetration.
The books chosen f' or review--f'or instance, Mac Grath 's
~

and Richen's Garden

2!.. Allah--were

!!!!..L~ 2! th

old and quite out·of'-date.

this would acoount f'or the laok of' f'reshness displayed in the reporting of'
them.

In the review of' one book, particularly,

the entire plot was told

~

Gentleman

~

Indiana,

m suoh a desultory manner and with so much un-

important detail that an extremely poor impression of' both the review and t
book was given the re seier.

Bes ides, the author in no way ind icated his

opinion of' or reaction to the volume.

!!:! Co-educationa1

Paper. --

The two reviews in the Central News wer

not particularly good, one of' Connolly's

!!:..

Blue, being too ornate in ex-

pression; and the other, a brief' sketch of' Tomlinson's Gallion's Reaoh,
giving no indication of' the reviewer's appraisal of' the book.
5.

1.

SUWARY

Of' the twenty-nina book reviews, twenty-three were in the girls'

papers, f'our in the boys' and two in the Central

!!'!!!.

2.

Seven papers had a regular section f'or book reviews.

3.

In the girls' papers:

A.

Excellent judgment was displayed in the choice of' books
reported; included were several books by outstanding
Catholic authors.

B.

Criticisms were well written and conf'ormed in subject to
Hyde's suggestions, and in treatment to standards specif'i
in Wrinn' s Elements

!!! Journalism.

c.

Various devioes in the expression and arrangement of subjeot matter added interest to the review8.

D.

In several instanoes there was evidenoe that instructors

had revised the reports to add smoothness and polish.
4.

In the papers from boys' high sohools:
A.

Books ohosen were old and out-of-date.

B.

Reviews lacked enthusiasm and did not oontain adequate
oomment.

5.

Books reviewed in the oo-educational paper were well selected but

the reports did not give the reader much idea of the merit of the books discussed.

CH.A.PrER XIII
SUBJECT MATTER PROMO'fmG CATHOLIC ACTION

1.

SPECIAL FUNCTION OF THE CATHOLIC SCHOOL NEWSPAPER

Newspapers whioh emanate trom Catholio sohools have a speoial tunotion to pertorm Whioh is not neoessarily expected ot the publio-sohool news
publioations.

Sister Mary Beneoio, in an artiole entitled "Influenoe ot the

Catholio Sohool Newspaper on Publio Opinion", after mentioning some at the
evils ot the seoular press, tells of the importanoe at the Catholio press as
a means ot otfsetting these printed evils, and adds:
What the Catholio press does tor the world, the Catholio sohool news
paper does tor the sohool • • • In the first plaoe it helps to direot
student opinion in interpretation of problems relative to the sohool
to the ChurCh. Prinoiples at Catholio leadership are thus established.
The Catholio atmosphere of the sohool tinds expression on every printed
page. ~is does not mean that all news must be religious in oharacter,
bat it does mean that Catholio standards ot youth and aotion must be
apparent in every printed artiole• • • • The sports oolunm. oan retleot
the ideals ot honesty and tair play• • • • The mission seotion without
being in the least dull oan so ohallenge the interest of youth in this
great work ot Christ as to inspire many with the desire to be at servioe
to those who have
reoeived the gift ot faith. (7:l0, 11)

not

AJs to rurther servioe whioh the Catholio newspaper may render, Sister Beneo

oontinues:
There is the sinoere beliet on the part of some uninformed persons
that Catholio sohools are interior. The student publioation, refleot
as it does, the aotivities ot the sOhool, provides the information need
ed to bring about a better understanding ot the Catholio sohool. (7:ll)
"Catholio aotion" has been detined by Pope Pius XI as lithe partioipa
tion ot the laity in the apostolate ot the hierarohy. If

(ll:vii)

Certainly,
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newspapers fulfilling the suggestions made by Sister JIa.ry Beneoio would, in

every sense of the word, be said to oomply with this interpretation ot

Catholio aotion; and it was to asoertain the partioipation of the papers ot

this study in this great oause that the survey reported in this ohapter was

made.
2.

DELIMITATICti AND QUANTITATIVE ANALYSIS

While, as Sister Benecio has speoified, all artioles retleoting ideal

of honesty and tair play would be said to be upholding Catholio standards,

the olassitioation heading this ohapter:

"Subjeot )fatter Promoting Catholio

Aotion, n was made with a view to analyzing only those artioles whioh were

essentially Catholio in nature; that is, ot

a type

whioh would distinguish

them as definitely belonging in the pages of orthodox Catholio newspapers

rather than in seoular publioations.
papers

1I8.S

Material ot this kind noted in all the

found to oomprise 19.6 per oent of the oontent, girls· sohools

-

averaging 23.85 per oent; boys· schools 11.84 per oent; and the eeJJt;ra.l News,

11.5 per oent.
3.

TREATMENT BY THREE TYPES OF PAPERS

Girls. Papers.-- Analysis of the girls' papers revealed a very oareful ooverage of every type of Catholio activity.

In praotioally every issue

of all the papers sodality affairs were reported tully and enthusiastioally.
Reports of general assemblies, individual oommittee meetings, and oonventions
~onstituted

the main souroes ot sodality intormation.

Hes oovered were:
~la.ssesJ

Among the other aotivi

Forty Hours Devotion; instruotion in the religious

retreats, whioh were reported in great detail, future, present, and

~ast; Catholio plays given in the school; leotures on datholio subjeots given

by priests and laymen, whose piotures, in many oases, were inserted next 1;0
the artiole; Lenten praotioes; debates and sympos1aa: on Catholio problems;
and various May Day ceremonies, such as the Crowning of' the Blessed Mother
and prooessions in her honor.

Included in many papers were the names ot

studeuts who had entered religious orders, together with descriptions of'
their lives in their new homes.
In addition to the aocounts of Catholic af'f'airs in the school there

was much out-ot-school news ooncerning parish doings, city, state, and
national Catholio oonventions, and meetings of' w.rious kinds.

1fe.n.y papers

laid particular stress on the national contest being conducted at that time
by the Queen's Work, tor the purpose of selecting the twelve outstanding
Catholic women renowned for their great services to mankind.

A pioture ot

His Eminenoe, George Cardinal Mundelein, with an artio1e telling of a signal

-

honor which had been accorded him, was observed in the Immaoulata Hews, June
24.

In several papers pictures of the Very Rewrend Monsignor J. J. Hors-

burgh, direotor of' the Pontifical SOCiety tor the Propagation of the Faith
in the archdiocese of Chicago, appeared in oonneotion with accounts

ot

mission work.

!2z!.'

Papei'S

~ ~

Co-eduoational Paper.-- While the boys' papers

and the co-educational paper did DOt have the quantity nor variety of'

Den

reported in the girls' publioations, that which was inoluded 1I8.S quite worthwhile.Something

or

a challenge to the recitals sometimes heard of the

selfish, materialistio young man 1I8.S the account in the

~,

May, 1933, of

beautiful spiritual bouquet of' 2,415 Rosaries, 3,065 Masses, 2,372 Holy Coml1Wlions, and 3,666 visits, whioh the Femrick students had presepted to their
nothers on Mothers' Day_

The Philip-Hi, January 27, 1933, told ot the

students' and their f'athers' reoe!

with a "get-together" breaktast :f'olloring.

With the aim no doubt of inter-

esting students in the religious life the Central

!!!!. gave

a vivid descrip-

tion of the novitiate at Mar,rhurst, the motherhouse of the Brothers of Mary.
All the facts concerning the First .Annual Illinois Speech Contest in Apologetics, sponsored by Loyola UniverSity, were told of in great detail in
nearly all the papers.
4.

EFFICACY OF NEWS SUBJECT MATTER

Surely the news reported in this section would be said to have expre88ed the Catholic atmosphere ot the school, and, in keeping with Sister
Mary Benecio' s suggestion, should not only have proved beneficial in estab-

lishing principles of Catholic leadership, but should also, by the type of
information afforded, have brought about Ita better understanding of the
Catholic school. It
Generally speaking, in all the papers particular emphasis appeared to
have been ,placed on news of a Catholic nature, and sources where this could
be obtained were evidently covered with special oare.

matter

W'8.S

While this subject

not written in a style distinct from. that of other kilids of news

stories, a definite enthusiasm and a special desire to interpret Catholic
forces were observable in the greater part of the articles.
5.

EDITORIALS CF A CATHOLIC NATURE

That subjects of a Catholio nature were very popular in the editorial
section is shown in Table XVII, which reveals that out of a total of' l7J. edi
torials, 73 or 42.69 per cent concerned Catholic subjects.

Some of the

topics ot this nature which were treated of. were mentioned in chapter V,
"The Editorial. 1t

Besides these,

pular subjects were:' the significance of'

various teast days and holy days such as Christmas. Easter, Candl. . . Day.
Particularly prominent were the editorials about the virtues at the Blessed
Virgin Ilary and Saint Joseph.
Lent should be observed; some

Several exhortatiTe editorials told just hOW'

or them. it must

be admitted, a little 'boo

"preachy" to be very convincing, but all of them thoroughly sincere.

I

i

TABlE XVII

NUMBER CF EDITORIALS OF ALL TYPES AND
NUMBER AND PERCENTAGE CF EDITORIALS OF
A CATHOLIC NATtmE IN THREE TYPES OF
PAPERS

Types of Editorials

All Types ot
Editorials
Types of
Newspapers

Editorials at a
Catholic Nature

II

Number

Number

Percentage of
Total Editorials

121

53

43.6

41

16

S9.02

9

4

44.44

171

73

!

,Gir1st School
:

Boyst School
,Co-educational
•School

Total •••••••

42.69

Average ••••••

Especially well written were the many editorials on Catholic Press
IWeek:

I

I
I

why and how it should be observed.

The Catholic radio hour and the
•

im.portance of youth in Catholic action also proved fruitful subjects for
•

Ipresentation.

A very fine feature of the S. F. A. Tower was a regular sec -
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tion called Tower thoughts,headed by an attractive picture of a tower and
containing spiritual musings of the editor.
6.

CJl'HER SUBJECT MATTER

Since interviews and literary material an Catho1io subjeots, as well
as reviews oonoerning Catho1io books, were disoussed in previous chapters
both as to amount and qual i ty, they will not be again treated of in this sec
tion.

Suffice it to say that they oontributed a distinctly Catholic tinge

to the news publications.
7.

C<NCLUSION

His Eminence George Cardinal Mundelein, who was a newspaper man in
the early days of the Brooklyn Tablet, said in his speeoh at the Catholic
Press Assooiation Convention, held at Mundelein, June, 1933:
Indifferentism is w1despread~ There is not a little negation and
there is not a little unbelief • • • • The way to fight that is to build
up resistance as the physician does by supplying interesting and instruo
tive infol"'lIB.tian in abundance in your columns. (12:257)
Although the editors of the Illinois Catholic high-sohoo1 newspapers
of this survey may not have been at all times fully deliberate in their
efforts to oombat indifferentism or other evils of the secular press, there
is little doUbt but that by their supplying subject matter of the type,
quality, and quantity> suggested by Cardinal Mundelein they were promoting
Catho1io action and wielding effeotive weapons of offense, as well as erecting for.midable barriers of defense against the insidious printed evils

threatening the promulgation of Christ's kingdom on earth.
8.

1.

SUMMARY

Subjeot matter of a definitely Catholic nature was fOlmd to oocup

I

i
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space in the f'ollowing percentages:

all papers, 19.6 per cent; girls'

papers, 23.85 per cent; boys' papers, 11.84 per cent; the co-eduoational
paper, 11.5 per cent.
2.

A great

varie~y

ot topios, both local and out-ot-school, was re-

ported in the three types of' papers, the girls' papers, however, showing
both a greater number and a more complete coverage of sources than were observed in the other types of publications.
3.

Because of the detail with which it was reported, as well as the

enthusiastic style in which it was written, Catholic news appeared to be
particularly emphaSized by the schools issuing the papers.
4.
torials, 73
5.

A splendid seleotion of subjeots oharacterized the Catholic edi~

number, comprising 42.96 per cent ot all the editorial matter

By supplying interesting and instruotive naterial of the type

suggested by His Eminence Cardinal Mundelein, the newspapers appeared to be
real tactors in the promoting of Catholic action.

CHAPTER XIV
SUMMARY, CONCLUS IONS, AND RECOMMENDAT IONS
1.

SERVICES WHICH SCHOOL NEWSPAPERS SHOUID RENDER

Although the results of this survey have been inoorporated into the
various ohapters of this thesis in some detail, it seems well to summarize
these inferenoes more conoisely, with the aim of determining the exaot stat
of the partioipating papers and of making reoommendations whioh may aid in
their development.
The question usually asked in estimating the merit of an objeot is:
How oompletely does it fulfill the purpose for whioh it was produced?

As

aid to answering this question in regard to the school newspaper, Johnson
and Kildow have prepared a brief but oomprehensive list of what they deem to
be the proper objeotives of this aotivity.

They state that "the services

whioh a newspaper should seek to render may be set forth as follows:

(20:4)

1. To provide an organ of information that will present all the news
desired by those who are aotively interested in the sohool.
2.

To provide an organ for the expression of

sttd.an~

thought.

3. To create a wholesane sohool JJPirit and to support the best traditipns of the sohool.
4.

To promote and enoourage worthy sohool activities.

5.

To enoourage the ideals of true sportsmanship.

6. To promote soholarship--the really useful sohool newspaper deals
with more than superfioial aotivities.
7.

To

rovide an outlet for the best oreative literary work of the

school.
tr~ining

8.

To provide

in useful and purposeful writing.

9.

To create a desire for

the best forms of journalism both in and

out of school.

10. To provide an organ in which may be given general and speoial
forms of information pertaining to the school and its needs.
11. To record in permanent form the history of the sohool.
It is with these proposed services in mind that the greater part of the conelusions and recommendations for the papers examined in this study have been
forned.
2.

(a)

REVIEW

(Ii'

CONTEft SECTICIIS AND SOOOES~IONS
FCR THEIR IMPROVEMENT

Unquestionably, the first, fourth, sixth, ninth, tenth, and

eleventh services listed were effected to a greater or less degree by all
the papers, through their news stories.

However, the undue stress laid on

sports news by the papers from the boys' SChools prevented these publications from presenting the ad'lquate pioture of all phases of sohool lif'e whic
is essential for the proper acoomplishment of the aims mentioned under
points 1 and 11.

While the news stories were, in the main, oorreot in struc

ture and tilllely in their news, the practice of editorializing, the vrordiness
and the careless style of writing found :in the articles of several papers
gave evidence that the student journalists were not sufficiently imbued with

"a desire for the best forms of journalism" (point 9).
ever, would not be difficult to adjust.

These defects, haw-

Adjusted, though, they must be, if'

the papers are to progress; for the main requisite of that most significant
department of the paper, the news story, is that it present a clear, concise
and entirely impersonal account of' an event or situation.

(b)

As to the relation between the handling of the news story and

ot

trequeney

lssu.~,

It was tOUiid that

the bi-monthly papers were less care

tul about the coverage ot their souroes and the assembling of their material
than the less-frequently published papers.

It would, theretore, seem advis-

able for the schools of publioation either not to attempt so many issues, or
it the same number is to be ccntinued, to arrange tor the staff members to
have more time to accumulate and prepare their copy.
(c)

As regards the sbe

ot the paper and its news value, the number

of oolumns did not seem to afteot either the
material

or

~iety

or quality at newa, the

the three-column papers oomparing very favorably in every res-

pect with that observed in the four or tive-column publioations.
(d)

The enthusiastic style

or

writing was a commendable element ot

the athletics news, but the evident prejudioe in favor

or

the home teama in-

dicated that the newspapers did not sufficiently "encourage the ideals ot
true sportsmanship" (point 5) in the reports of sports oontests.

It would

be well for writers at these articles to adopt a more protessional attitude
and to train themselves to observe and report the plays ot rival teams with
as much interest as they recount those at their own contestants.
(e)
sian

or

The editorial section seemed "to provide an organ tor the expres

student thought" (point 2).

The dignified tone ot the articles, the

cearnestness at the writers, and the praiseworthy ohoioe of subjeots spoke
well tor the general policies at the papers; tor ot all the seotions the
editorial ,apartment usually reveals most olearly the
the paper.

t~

personality ot

An added spur to the readers' interest in these views ot the

editors would be given it the writers endeavored to be more thoughtful,
clear, and pelluoid in their expression.

I fraternal

Then, too, the adopting of a more

attitude toward readers in the exhortative editorials would lend a

I

! friendlier tinge to some of the writing which seemed a bit ppaternalistio in

in cut.

(f)

8To create a Wholesome sChool spirit" (point 3) is perhaps the

special funotion of the humor column.

This purpose seemed to be attained in

the sohools whioh used in their oolumns stories, squibs, and observations
which were local, ingenious, and kindly.

It is to be hoped that the column

editors using clipped material will become aware of the

use1e~sness

of this

type of oopy and will exert more of an effort to make this column realize it

potentialities of! becoming what )(cKown oa1ls "the great friendmaker of the
school."
(g)

(22:312)
Not only the quantity but the quality as well, of the literary

endeavors and book reviews showed that many of the publications had provided
an exoel1ent "outlet for the best oreative literary work of the school"
(point 7).

While not being classed as striotly literary material the wel]'"

iwritten feature stories and interviewa revealed enough imagination to be
termed ttcreative. tt

An increased number of contributions along these lines

would prove a great asset to all. the papers.
(h)

The efforts of the young writers "to promote and encourage worth

school activities" (point 4), and also to report worthwhile out-ot-school
events were re'Vea1ed in the emphasis which they put on the subjects noted in

iChapter XIII:

!

(i)

"Subject Matter Promoting Catholic Action. It

AdvertiSing

'WB.S

the only department in which all the schools con

ISiatentlY failed to avail themselves of an opportunity"to provide training

luseful and purposetul writing· (point 8).

It was evident that the aims for

this section had not been satisfactorily formulated by any ot the schools.
Possibly the practice in vogue in many institutions at subsidizing the newspaper from the student activity fund may have been a factor in these schools'
not taking much interest in de'Veloping the possibilities of this part of the

content.

But, a.1'ter all, whether or not the funds f"rom the sal•• otad.'ftr-

tieing are needed is not the point which should govern the kind of material
to be used in this or any other section of the paper.

No paper should carry

in its columns subject matter which is neither valuable to the student from

the standpoint or training nor satisfying to the reader from the point of
view of news, interest, or information.

Detailed suggestions for the better

ment of advertising were inc1uled in Chapter X.
3. . GENERAL REC OMMENDAT I<IlS

Without doubt, a start in the right direction has been made by the newB'
publications of the Catholic high schools of Illinois.

Commendable indeed

were the pride which the members of every staff took in their school and the
loyalty which they manifested towards the administration, the faculty. and
their fellow students.
would

unquestiona~ly

An added impetus to the development of the papers

be given if each staff thoroughly and quite objectively

examined its newspaper content in the light of the standards expected from
the best and most progressive news publications.

Such an appraisal, togethe'

with a clear definition of the purpose which it is endeavoring to serve in
the school, should prove a great boon to both the individual and collective
advancement or that important activity--the school newspaper.

APPENDIX I

PARTICIPATING PAPERS .AND NAMES AND LOCATIONS Qi' SCHOOLS OF PUBLICAT ION
Name ot Paper

Sohool ot Publication

Location

1.

The Aquinas

South Shore Dominican
High School

Chicago

2.

The Central News

St. Michael I s High
School

Chicago

3.

De 'Paul Rrep

De Paul Academy

Chicago

4.

Drop Of Ink

Mallinckrodt High
School

Wilmette, Illinois

5.

The Eoho

Sacred Heart Aoademy

Lisle, Illinois

6.

The Explorer

De La Salle High
School

Joliet, Illinois

7.

The Georgian

St. George High Sohool

Evanston, Illinois

8.

The Gleaner

Alvernia High School

Chioago

9.

The IlIInaoulata News

The Immaoulata High
School

Chicago

10. The Longwood News

Academy ot Our Lady

Chioago

11. The Madonna News

The Madonna High Sohoo1

Aurora, Illinois

12. The Magnavox

St. Mel High Sohool

Chicago

13. Meroy Hi -Rays

Mercy High School

Chicago

14. The Philip-Hi

St. Philip High School

Chicago

15. The Raven

St. Scho1astioa High
School

Chicago

16. S. F. A. Tower

St. Francis Academy

Joliet, Illinois

17. St. Maryls Herald

St. Mary's High School

Chioago

18. The Spotlight

Siena High School

Chioago

19. The Teresanette

St. Teresa Academy

East St. Louis,
Illinois

20. The Wick

Fenwick High School

Oak Park, Illinois
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